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THE. MASTER·· PA'fTERN

LES$0N 1
. THE PRIMARY consideration in these
lessons is found in the words of The
E~erald Tablet: ''All things are
from One, by the ·mediation of One,
and ~-H things hav•e their birth from
this One Thing by adaptatJon. '.'
The One Thing.is Living Light, or
Con.sc ious Radiant Energy. Hebrew
Qabalis'ts had this in mind when they
said every'cyc~e of man_ifestation,
gr.eat or small, is begun by the conc ent rat ion oC this Liuing Light
(which they called 1,M, Aur) u~on
i ts e l £:, at a Point w i thin its e 1 f..
The int.erior p9in't, or. Poiri:t Within
the Circle, is·r~presented on the
Master Pattern by the number 1.

~--

This Point i$ the Innermost,. It
is called 0'7l7Jif n"~lt1, Rashith haGa lga l im, • 'the beginning of the
whi~lings,'' because all manifestat icm -is the result of whirling,
s~iral, or vortical motion.
Th.e Ce n tra l Po int i ~ n.~med 111.::l,
Keth.er, the Crown, becau·se it is -the
c9ntrol point f.<>-r everything exter.,.
nal ~and subordinate to it.

In Kether is sea:ted l'l'l'n", Yekhi-1-
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dah, the Indivisible, or the Unique.
This is the ONE SELF, the_onLy SELF,
which is the core of reality with_in
all manifested ''selves.'' It is
the Rootless Root. Because it canno~ be divided, Yekhidah is ~resent
as a whole
the heart of every human life. The ~hole Limitless Light
(1.,M q,o l'R~ Ain Suph AuT in Hebrew, LVX in La~in) is concentrated
at this Central Point~

at

In its self-manifesiation, this

One, remaining eternally itseif 1
produces within itself the manifesta'tions (called Sephiroth, a Hebrew
word meaning ''numberings'' or ''emana'tions' ') which ar.e numbered 2 and
3. That is~ the One recogniz~s
within itself the aspects of its_ o_wn
nature corresponding to the -numbers
2 and 3. This does not mean there
was ever a time when 1 existed alone
without 2 and 3. The sequence of
ideas is logic~!, net temporal.
All numbers are in the Primal One.
ALL manifestation is in the Centr-al
Point.
In the Master Pattern are
ten steps (''ten, and not nine, ~en
and not eleven'') because the ~uman
mind is so-constituted that these
-t.en aspects .of One Reality include
all intelligible conceptions.

This

is because the human mind is itself
an image and likeness of the Divine
-2-
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Mind, which thinks of itself in
these ten ways. All versions of
Ageless Wisdom,· Eastern and Western,
~gree on this.
·
2-

The one, _·living, c_onscious Light
knows itself perfectly. Its perfec~
self-.knowledge is represented by 2,
because th~t knowledge is the perfect duplication of th~ real B•ing
of the One, in that. One's compl~ _te
self;..awareness. To this Qabalists
give the name ilD.:ln, Cho km.ah~ Wisdoin.

They add th~ title lM,· Ab, Fath~r,
because th~ One knows itself .to be
the perfe~t;ion of
that is. ,:masculine and in{tiative.

all

Again, Chokmah is.called n,,00,
Ma.sloth, the Sphere qJ th-e Zodiac,
or Sphere of -the F_ixed Stars, be·~
cause the On~ knows, itself to be
light,
~hich all lumln•ries
{~f.al'S or .suns) are C·Ondensations
in.to physical form. In the physical
universe, th;is light r.adiates ·£.~om
st,aJ:'s or suns, and is .reflected· by
planets and their ·satellit~s.
.

oi

The same radiant energy, identical
with itself ev~~)'Vo'.here in space; is
alive.
Therefiore Chokmali, 2, ·1s
said to be the sea•t of il'n, (::haiob-,
the univ·ersa-1 li-fe•force, whi-c-h- is
la.tent in the mineral 'kingdom, and
prQgressively more and more ac·tive

TI1E MASTER PATTEBN 1

i.n the scale of evolution, up
through the vegetable, animal ~nd
human kingdoms--and beyond.
-Knowing itself ·perfectly, the One
'3 Reality knows also the logical outcome of what it knows itself to be.
Looking into itself, it_ s~es what 1t
is in itself •. tooki~g. as it were,
away from this aspect of itself, it
perceives the nect;;ssai'y consequences
of. what it finds in its~lf. · This
intu"iti ve perception of the consequences of what it knows itself to
be is designated by the number 3~
and• i$ named :il'.l, Binah~ Understanding.·
Qahalists ·call Binah lt01t, Amo, the
dark, steril~ M~ther, and NO'lt,
Aima, the.bright, pregnant Mother.
The.se name.a are given to Bi~ah be~ause this aspect of Reality is the·
matrix of ·all possible specialized
forms 'of expression. Ama, the darlt,
sterile Mother, represents this aspect of B~irfg prior to the beginning
of a cycle of the Life-power's selfman i festation;. A ima, the brigh t,
pregnant Mother• is the fertile womb
from which Row forth all forms made
m.anifes-t during ·such a cycle of the
Life-power'• self-expression.
Again, Binah is called 'atn.lft',
Shabbathai# the Sphere of Saturn,
because every appearance of special,
0

-4-
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particularized manifestatioa necessitates li~its of quantity, qu~lity~
mass, form, etc. In the astrological terminology of Ageles~ Wisdom,
the contractile, limiting p~~er is
called Saturn. Note,_ in this co~
necti~n, that the birth_of living
creature~ results from contraction
of the womb whfch- carries the body
during its period of gestation •....
To Binah is attributed iiOftfl, Neshamah, the Divine Breath• Qabaiists
s~y that no ma-tter how ~ravely a.
human being sins, this Neshamah is
never involved. ·It is the highe·s-t..
aspect of Soul, the seat of the
Divine Life's. intuitive kn,.ow,ledge of
all that it is, and of.· all th'at- it
mu'st inevitably bring into nianifesta~io~ because Qf wh~t it knows
i~self to be,
l~ man~ Ne~hamah is
the source-·of intuitive knowledge of
spiritual truth.
It is. al.so the
supreme so~rce of guidance in the
progress of man toward .mastery.
These· three Sephiroth, Kether,
Chokmah and Binah, constiiut.e th:e
Supe~~a1 or Divine Triad. Eternal,
changeless~ without beginning
or en-d, this Divine ',friad is the
core of R~ality behind and-~ithin
every manifestation of the One Life.
Remember, this is true of all forms
of manife$tationf 'whatev~r ma __y he

-5-
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the scale of r~lative size or importance, as measured by ordinary
human·~tandards.

Every djvice you ingenuity ecn
suggest ·should be em.ployed to intensify yo~r awareness that the
Supernal Triad has been always, is
now, and wi 11 be always the innermost r~ality of your being.

The Suf'iern.al Triad is reflected in
the three. Sephiroth constituting h.u,..
man individuality, as distinguished
from human personality. Whatever is
real in human individuality and
whatever is real in human personality is actually. a·direct expression
. of the One, Living Light. ·There is
~P. separat.e. individuaH ty.. Neither
is ·there any sepa.rat~ personality.
All ~re related, one to a~othe~.
Al 1 a re aspects . of th.e ONE.
.
- T h e Seph.i rah numbered 4 is cal le.d
ion, Chesed, Mercy or Beneficence, or
;i'Hil·,· Gedulah; Majesty or Magnificence. ·chesed is known also ·as the
Measuring lntellig~nce, .:for it is
the b~sis of all adjustrpent, 111e.a,u.rement, or:der and adaptation.

Chesed is

s~id.

to he the Sphere of

Pi3, · Tiedek, or Jupite-r. ·Jupiter is
th-e --••sky- father'• who .was the anc·ient personification of the principle of Beneficent Regulation.

-6-
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The basis of all adjustment and
regulation is ~e~~ry. Mechanic~!
memories, like.filing systems, card
indexes and acceunt books; are the
basis of order in business. The
same may be said.of every field of
human activity in which planning for
the future is necessary. Plans are
developed by s t.udying records of
~ast ~erformance.

S~milarly, the-whule .qourse of
evolution is an orderly development
made pos·sible because the u·nivers.al
Life has perfect memory. This is
why the cosmic memory is associated
in the Master Pattern with ,the number 4 and the fourth Sephira,h •
.·Every point of manifested Being i's
a focus of perfect meniory. "T:he One
Life remembers perfectly all that it
is in itself, and every eYent in the
~~ries of its self-expressions.
Nothht.g (s forgot ten. Nothing is
beyond recifl-1--.
Human mem0ory is
s~mply one phase of this cosmic
record.
Volition is concerned always with
aetion, and is b~ought to bear upon
the future. Volition aims· at the
production of some kind of thange,
and volition results in action.
Just as Undefstand~ng is • p;lar
opposite to Wisdom, so is Volit-ion,
- -1-
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concerned with prospective action; a
p~lhr op~osite to Mem~ry, •hi~h is
th~ ~ecord of action already performed.

·

·

or

Volition is not an individual
personal power. When Jesus said,
''1 have no will, save to do the
will of him that sent me, 11 he announced a discovery. His words were
not a mere proclamation as to his
personal a·t ti tu de to~ard the One
Life. The wise agree with him. The
'deluded think "will-power'~
something of 1 •.their own.'• ·

is

~very human being is sent into
manifestatiori by the Central Set~.
Every man or woman is an organ of
ex.press ion for that Self. The Vo.Ii'."
tion of that Self is perfectly free .•
Thus we· are correct when we feel
~ithin ~s a fountain of free~will.
~e·are wrong when we suppose the

will~source

to be personal.

Because •6Iition tends always
toi.y,ard action and transformation. it
is r~l~ted to the idea behind the
11

law. 1

•
In an absolute monarc'hy_, law is the will O·f the king.
In a democracy, law is 'he will of
the· people. Law, like will, looks

word

to:ward the future, and aims at regulating pro~pective acti~n.
Laws
,effect changes, and because change

-8-
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necessitates. destruction of useless
forms, to make room .for better ones,
both .Volition and Law are attr.ibuted
to ~he fifth Sephirah.
This has three names. .The first is
in~, Pachad, Fear, and represents
the emotion induced in many'.minds by
the mere presence of men or women.in
wh-om the will-fore~ ,flows powerfully.
The same emotion is aroused by. law
in. the hearts of law-breakers.
The second name is it11~l, Geburah,
which $ignifies ''Streng.th,'' though
it is often translated ~'Severity.''
It requires no explanation.
The third name is 1'1, Deen, Justice. This represents the highest
aspect of Law and of Volition. Incidentally, it gives us a standa~d.
No unjust regulation is a real law.
No unjust volition is true wil 1.
Thus he who ex~rcise~ what he sup~
poses to be ''will'' in disregard
of the rights of others, d~ludes
hi~self, and demonstrat~~ to wi~er
men that he is a~~ually a sl~~e io
his own delusions.
Its association with pow.err. volition and action makes Sephirah 5 the
Sphere ~f Mars (in Hebrew, D'1MO,
Madim, powers, forct:ts, Mars>. Here
it :is well to remeinher that Mars has
other functions than those connected
-9-
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with war. In Roman times. Mars _was
worshipped as the protector of
agriculture,· and-the guardian of
cattle. He was supposed to give
fertility to fields. Traces of this
are found in the astrological ideas
about Mars, and these, w& should
remember, ha~e their basis in the
collective subconsciousness of mankind, with its store of remembered
experience._ All myths are drawn
from this same treasure-house, and
all have an indes~ructible vitality
and _worth for"
if we. have wit to
see throu.gh "their veils to the .ttuth
behind.
·The human Ego _is a direct reflection of the One.Self. It is that
One Self, at work in an individual1zed field of expr-ession. It ·is. a
point_ of concentration for powers
which.~r~ ~hove, beh{nd and within
it. It is also a point through
which these po~ers are radiated to
the four aspeets of Reality which
are below (or subordinate). in front
of (as a mask hides a face, or a
dress clothes a body), and apparently outside it.
The primary function oi the Ego i,s
the formation of mental-images. I&
is what th~ Hebrews called h1i,
Ruach> a word which, like Nesbamah,
signifies ,. breath,•' but mea~s als~

us.

-10-
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just what St Paul and-' other New
Testamen~ writ•rs·indicate by
pneuma.
In the En.glish Bible, both
pneum~ and Ruach are translated
•'Spirit.'' The Spirit is the focus
of ·po•era descending to it from
higher cent.e·rs., and it is also the
point of control over subhrd~riat~
po~ers -0£ perso~ality.
Just as the Sripernal Triad·i~
eternal, ~ti is its.reftection, the
Triad of Individuality.
(See the
diagram ace omP-anying this le~son.)
This Egoic Triad is the Higher Mind,
and the E~o o~ Hiih~r Soril is the
point in which the powers of this
Triad are concen~rated. The Ego never was born. It will
neve·r die. The· Ego, moreover, is
One, like the S·el'f it reflects, and
with which it·'is ·in an eternal
union. Thus the Ego is what the.New
Testament mystery· term ·- 4 'Chri-st''
really signifies.
_. • 'Ch~ i s:t ' ' is . the - Engl is b for
XptcrT6c;, Christos_, a Greek noun ~ig·
nifying ''anointed.'' (and by implication, "royai.,, or "kiI~gly"),
which is the meaning also of the
Hebrew n~ruo, Messiach oi<Messiah.
Thus the esoteric teaching is that
men' and women do. not: ·have se'parate
personal e·gos, any rnore ·than, they·

-11·
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have separate personal wills; or
separate.personal memories., This
delusion of separateness is at the
bottom of the ills which beset suffering humanity. Whea a human being
succeeds in shifting his center of
consciousness from the lower centers
to the true Ego, these delusions. are
dissipated, and with them goes the
suffering they cause.

All s•viors and king-priests are,
in the myths of mankind, asseciated
with the Sun. - Thus we -find that the
sixth Sephirah on the Tree of Lileis also non, KhamaaVI, or tt/IX', Shea-

esh, the Sphere of the Sun.
Sun~gods are gods of justice an-d
its administ-ration •. - Thus Apollo,.
among the Greeks, was th.e l'eward·el" and punisher, as well as patron of.the al'.ts, especially of music. - The
Egyptian deity Dsiiis is also a dis ...
pen-ser of -rewards and punishmen:l>s, agod of fertility, and a sun-god. In
th-e New Testament the ••son of Man''
is a judge, a king, a fertil~ty
souree ( fo-r from him flows the water
of life), and_ is called ''S11n Gf
righ~eous~es•·''

-

'Apo:llo was venerat-ed by th.e Greek$,
and Romans -a& a -god who delighted ill
the ·founding .of· tt>wns and ci tie·s, and in the e-stabli-S-lunent .of· ci Y'il

,-
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cons ti tut ions. Similarly, the Bt>ok
of Revelation shows Christ as the
founder of a new world-order, and
symbolizes the perfec-ti~n of His
reign as a city, the New Jerusalem,
which is also the-Bride of Christ.
One might go through ~he myths-of
the other world-religio~s, a~d find
endless repetitions and va~iati~~s
of the same theme.
~n our Master
Pattern, all these are associated
with the sixth, S-ephirah, named
niltDJ'l"' Tiph4reth~ Bea.uty,. and having
also. the names 01H. Adam (designat:.
ing generic humanity), 1'10, Melek,
King, and )~, Ben~ Son.
Remember, the Ego seated in Tiphareth is the Ego. of all humanity.
There is only one Ego. 1 'Your'' Ego
is ''my'' Ego, ~nd ''our'' Ego is
••their' • Ego. As one sun warms the
world, so the OneEgo sends its power in to human lives. As The Bhagat1ad-Gi ta says, t-his Ego dwells in
the hearts of men, but no sinEle
human temple is its excluaive ·habi-

tati<>n.

1

The seventh Sephirah i.s a direct
reftecti<>n of the fou~th? as the
fO'f,lr.th mirrors - the second.
lt .is
the.field of the operation of the
desiJ>e-nat.ure. This is the-Kam.a.
Ma.'1;148 of some East..ern syste:ms.
-.13-
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Desire is based on memory. We
desire to repeat past experiences.
even th-0ugh the memories be wholly
subconscious. Then the desires mani.f est as instinctive promptings to
action4 Memory is b&hind it all.
The personal mind often distorts
desire. It presents ~s with mi~
tak~n forms of desire, and with
mistakeri ~otions of what means we
should- use-in order to make-our desires work out as actualities. Y-e.t
it is· fundam~ntally true that the
inner essence of every desire is
gm)d.

The religions of the •orld; ~ven
so ·severe a religion as Buddhism, do
no.t ·condemn -desire itself. Inter~
preters of ·Buddhism have fallen int-o
t-his e-r-r,or-, and there are ·sects of
Buddhists who condemn desire. Not
so lhe Buddha himself. What he
taught was what all great seers and
prophets have taught, the quenching
of desire by-fulfilment, the overco-niing of thirst by coin.ple.te satisfac- t ion.
E~ery desire i$ a promise.
D~
si~es make their first ~ppearance as
feeling~ of lack, huriger, or the
state of not having or enjoyin.g what
is desired. Actually t~ere is no
lack, ·no- im'perfection-. no shortcoin-. ·
-14-
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ing, in the One Life. Nothing is
wanting to its perfection. Omnipote·nce never fai-Is. We are manifestations of a suceess pr9eess.
Therefore is it written that before
we call we are answered.·· Otrr desires are budding realizations of
what we really are, and what we
really can he.
Hence~ in the Mastei Pattern~ the
desir1e-nature is· attributed to the
Sephirah named msl, Ne tzach, Vic•
tory.
It is the first oJ three
Sephiroth constituting the Personal
Triad,
Triad of the Lower Mind,
shown in the diagram.
If yo~ will -study the diagr~m
closel~, you will-see that Net~ach
has the same geometrical relation to
Gehurah that is borne by Genurah to
Chokmah, ·by Tiphareth t-0 Kether, or
by Chesed to Binah. The Higher Soul
(Ruach) reflects the One Self {Yekhi dah). Volition i·s t.he reflection of
the outpouring Life-force (Chaiah in
Chokm.. h.) Memory is a record: of the
One Life's perfect intuitive knowl~~ge of itself, and of what must
follow from. what it k~ows .i~self ~~
be. Desire is, similarly, a refiecti~n of the true Wi~l.
We desire
what God intends. Ii 'is th~ form a
desire takes, or the means chosen to
satisfy it, which ma~ need rectifica-15-
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tion. The essence of any desire, we
repeat, {s always good.
Netzach, the seat of th~ desirenature, is also i'tl1l, Nogah,. the
Sphere of Venus. In the Master Pattern, Venus herself is assigned to
the path which connects the second
Sephirah, seat of the Life-force,
with the third Sephirah, seat <>f .the
Divine Soul, Neshamah. In Tarot,
Key 3, the Empress, ·symbolizes Venus, but the seventh Sephirah,
Netzach, is the sphere, the field, of
~h~ activity so personified.
The Roman Venus is also identified
with the Grecian goddess Aphrodite,
and Aphrodite, in turn, was a Greek
adaptation of powers personified in
Semitic religion by Astarte or Ashtoreth. The Romans called Venus
Victrix, 9r Victorious, and this
links ·her with the seventh Sephirah,
since Netzach means Victory.
Th,e .eighth Sephirah mirrors the
fifth. It is also the opposi~e and
compl~ment to the ·seventh.
Its special activity is the discriminative
power of intellect, chiefly conce~~
ed with wise selection of ways and
means t"o satisfy our -desires 1 to
n~urish them by the selection of
right means, and to bring .them to
full, well-rounded perfection by
actual realizations.
-16-
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Our use of intellect to these ends
is, it should be obsetved~ largely
concerned with the future. Thus
11n, Hod, like the two Sephiroth
above it on- the Master Pattern (Geburah -and Bin ah),- on the left s-ide
~f the Tree, has to do!with what is
proi;Jpective, -with wh'at looks ahead.
Consequently, in the numbered statements of The Pattern on the Trestl-eboard, the eighth says: «•I look
forward with confidence to the perfeet tealizaiion of the Ete~nal
Splendor of the Limitless- Light.''
The name i1:i, Hod,· means ··•splendor,'' and comes froin a Hebrew root
derived from a noun designating the
female breast. Thus ideas of nourishment, and of the sath1 faction of
hunger, are directly related to -the
name of the -eighth Sephi~ah. ·

As the reOection of the fifth Sephirah, th~ eighth intimates that
the operations of intellect,.- -in its
work of bringing desires to fruition:, succeed to the extent that_
the)r'mirror the D.i•ine Will·accurately, or agree with natural law. - ·

---r All desires,

and all activities of
intellect, have their direct effect
on what modern psychology calls.the
subconsciousness, or the unconscious. To this field of activity,
moreover, descend var.iou.s directive

-17-
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impulses "from the central Spirit, or
Ego, s_eated ~ri Tiphareth.
This field of subconscious mental
activity is what Qabalists call W!ll 1
Nephesh, or 'n .tt/!Jl, Nephesh Chai.
Ne.phesh alone means, as do Neshemah
and Ruach, simply ''breath.'' The
addii:i!on of:· Chai to -N~phesh makes it
•'Br.ea.th of Life.''
These Hebrew terms for the unc6nious ar~ equi~alent t~ the New
Testament use of psyche. They dei;ignate what the· diagram calls the
''Animal Soul,'' but since this
Breath of Life is· active in the vegetable kingdom also, ~nd is present,
tho·ugh sleeping or latent, even in
~he min~r~l kin«dom, perhaps it
might better he called the Vital
Soul,· though Animal Soul is found i.n
many· -texts: of Ageless Wisdom.
The ac_tivity of this .sph-ere is the
basis of all externalized, physical
manifestation. Be sure you understand this as the exact meaning of
the Hebrew noun 110\, Yesod, Basis
or Foundation, which is the name of
the ninth Sepbirah.
\'esod is.-the basis of what is be-

•c

low it

on

the Tree of-Life diagram.

h is the foundation of the physical
plane, and m~st by rio means he
thought of as being ~he found~ti~n
of the activitie.s which appear to be
-18-
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al>ove it on the dia_grani. It is the
basis of external; embodied, Name
and Form manifestations only. The
root ot the Tree of Life is i~ the
first Sephirah, · Kether, and this
Tree,· like those. of the Indian and
the Scandinavian mythologies, hangs
downward.
Y·esod is ,t.he foundation
of Malkuth, the Kingdom. aecaµse it
gathers up and reflects the desc~nd
ing influences from above, Yesod is
said to be iil'.l~, Leuanah. or Lebanah#
the Sphere of the ,l,oon.

In mythology, Yesod is eonnect~d
with the myst~rious div_inity, lfecate, identified with Selene or Luna
in heaven, with Artemis .or. Diana .on
earth~ and with Persephone.or Proserpina in th~ underworld. The underworld, or that which- is beneath
and suppo-rts the physical plane, is
Yes od. As At-temis, she is a moon goddess, twin of Apollo, the ~un
god. On the diagram, the reOec.tion

o_f T~phar.eth, Sphere of the Sun, is

Yesod, Sphere

of

the

Moon.

To Hec-

ate were· attributed the mysterious
powers of magic, witchcraft and the
like. and thes~ are precis~ly the
powers now associated with subconsciousness.
-;;--se-low Yesod is. nl:>io. Malkuth, the
I
IUngdom, the tenth Sephirah.~. which
is the fruit, or completion, of the
-19-
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Tree of Life. To Malkuth is assigned the lowest, and most extern a 1 , aspect of · person al i t y , the
physical body~ In Hebrew, this is
called J:j,l, Guph. From this word,
th rough Yiddish,· comes the slang
term ''goof,'' to describe a·~ullard who is nothing but a "body."
There is no such thing as a !'eparate body. Every physical body,
whe~her i t be that of mineral,
plant, or hu~an being, is actrially
a focus of ·various energie·s. Phys ics now classes the forms of matter
as .radiant energies, fluids, gases
andsolids. The old physics used
the terms fire, water, ·air "and
ea.rth. To t·hese- four '• elemen.ts''
Malkuth i• attributed, because
everything.in theKingdom is a combination. of v~rious proportions of
~ad{ant forces, ffuids, gases and
solids.
The form of a body is relatively·
stable, but its component parts are
continually changing. A body is
like a whirlpool• or a waterspout,
or the cone of a cyclone. It h~s
defi~i~e· shape and definite properties, but its form pe·rsists only so
lbng as the body is held together
by its central S~lf.
Its contin~
ance in time and sp~ce is du~ to
tB~ fact ~h~t it is· a field of co-20-
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ordinated forces.
The forces may take form as a mineral, as a collection of molecules,
formins a c.rys,tal. In .the plant,
they may be the.basis·of a group of
cells. In animal and human· bodies,
there are nore complex organization
and structure. Yet every ~ell; and
every molecule, and every atom of
a~y physical body is a~tually an
aggregat"ion of poil).ts of _light~ held
together by the power of a central
nucleus of Spir,it •
. Bodies, again, are like.waterspouts, o.r lik~ whirlpools, because·
their component parts are continu-a-lly entering and leaving the re,_lati vely stable field.we.know as body.
This is true, even of erysta.ls. and
other mineral forms, though the entering and departing elements of·
theae are electro-magnetic radiations. This fact, long known to
alchemists, is just beginning to be
realized by modern physicists.
The outer bodily mask is maintain~
ed by the Vital Sou'l in Yesod, under
the direction of the Ego. The.Ego,
in turn, is under the direction of
the innermost Self, the indivisihie
Yekhidah, s~ated 'in Kether •..
When the phy~ical bt?-dy and the
Vital

S~ul

are perfe<::tly

-21-
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to the Ego, the latter can, and
does, maintain the existe~c~ of. {ts
physic~l ve~icle over periods of
time f a-r beyond inan' s normal lifespan. This condition of perfect responsiveness is one of the marks ~f
ad e p ts h i p , and per s·o n s wh o ha v e
reached·this grade of attainment
have power t6 integrate and disintegrate their physical bodies. Thus
they are free from the necessity for
either death or birth.
When a human consciousness is perfectly identified with the true Ego,
and the Ego is the director of the
entire field of personal embodiment;
this·· unbroken maintenance of the
structure of the physic~! body
becomes_possihle. So long as the
center of human consciousness remain~ ·fixed in Nephesh, the V~t~l
Soul, deat~: and· rebirth are inevitable. The lowest· degree of command
over the body is express~d when the
conscious aw~reness is a-Imost wholly
limited to Guph, the body itself,
and its environmen~. They whose
minds are fixed on externals ~r• at
the mercy of externals.
Thus(spiritual attainment consi~ts
in making the focus of consciousnes~
more interior.) This is the. sublimation mentioned in the books of t-he
alchemists. This is what Ji~us
-22-
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meant by being 'Alifted up.'' For
the •·•heaven'' into which Jesus ascended is this same interior heart
of externalized being. Even the
garbled accounts in our fragmentary
Gospefs make this clear;
Religious painters who picture
Jesus flying up into the sky use a
crude symbol, to represent the raising of vibratory rate, whereb~ an
adept is able to make his physical
body seem to demateriali~e. When
this is done, there is an intermediate stage, wherein the dematerializing body appears like a cloud.
Hence one Gospel story of the ascension says~ ''A cloud received him
out of their sigh~.··
Religious persecution, on the one
hand, and inadequate science, on the
other, have kept these doctrines of
Ageless Wisdom more or less esoter· ic;:. A time has now come when they
must he proclaimed more widely, or
we are in danger of a return to the
Dark Ages. For the knowledge· of
man's constitution lead·s to two consequences:.
1. It shows man how to.manage his
pers~nal vehicle, how to increase
its efficiency, and ho• to prolong
its existence;
·
2. It promotes better und~~stand
ing of our relations to our environ-23-
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ment, and to other human beings~
Thus it establishes a scientific
basis for genuine democracy.
Both aspects of this twofold consequente will occupy our ~ttention
in subsequent lessons.

-24-
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LESSON TWO
THE FIRST stage of the "'separation of the subtle froDJ the gross.
t. he earth from the fire,'' is .preceded by so-me prep'al'a ti on.
This
consists in mental-prac.ti<:es which
make one realize "tha~ even the lea&t
of one's personal ac:ti vi ties has a
co-smic aspect also,.
Today t·his is easier to understand
than it was s~e centuries ago. Und e-r the beireficen:'t guidance of --the
same - lh!J.er School whi-ch gave this
Master,?attern ~~ the ~orld. the
prl>gress· of> science has brought -even
h aid•hea11ed'" and hard-hea.rted material i s·ts to -a point of know ledge
wherE they cannot fail to see that
human "minds ·and bo.dies are inextric•
ably"lunmd up with the total of
cosmic actbity.- Thee more we learn,
the more .e¥id·ent lloe'S it become "that
we, -as persons, ate.·wfta-t we are
b ecaus.e
innl!n!erabl.e i'.mpacts () f
ene-rg-y upon us, 8,'nd ph'fing .-throug_Ji
us. We do not Hve alone.
Wee dn
not think alone.
''Of ouJ"s-e,J/ves we
-can-d-0 ~othing. ~ •

of

Much d~pend"s·, ho_w:ev_er. on: how we
u»derst.and this# -1.f- w-~ take '1'he way
of the materialist, oti-f inehasing
kn&wledge of our uttf!r- d:e1Hu1dence on

·1--
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ever-changin.g curJ:"ents of co~:mic,
. forces will plQn.ge U$ in to ·hopeless '
and helpl~ss determinism.

This way the world h~s gone sine~
tbe. middle of tile Nineteenth C~
tury. It has- g.one from bad··.to worse,
until now we see .active in .Eu.rope, and gravely .threat~ning us he"re,.in
America, t·he terrible .. c:0n.$:equences
of belief in materialis.tic determinism •.
Opposed to that error is the
derlying philosop.hy. of. Ame.rica1Jis1n.
Of Americanil!llJt in Walt Whi_tman's
sense. -Of Aui~ricaniSf.l a.s it is de-·
lined in the Decl.!iTat;j;Qn of lndepend'"
ence a~d the Co~stitution.
Of
Lincoln's·_ Americanism .. forgotten by
gre.e-dy profiteers who be:ga-n ~o ve~r
aw.ay frf,>m it as soon as .Lincoln was_
assassinated. Of A~ricanism which
begins w-ith tlie p:ro1tosition that.
every unit in the social structure 1
every single· person, has· a p!ace as .
one of t.be building stones ·in the
temple -o-f so:cie,ty. The seed-tho,.,ght
of this philosophy is what _The-Emera la Tablet mean·s by saying, "All
things at"e f.ro-m One. ' '
For centuries, those who accept it
have been trying and te.sting method:s
whereby human. ~ip.gs mar shift the
ac.tive -center of personal colutcioas- _
ness froqr 111ere.~ bodily awa:r~.ness ,c
bac:kwa.rd .and i_nwax~. unt.ilit·reach-

un.:.

00
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es the tenter. A~ this Center. the
Myste_ry ·men !'evere and worship, as
, ~God'-' makes di re ct contac.t wi t·h
wh,~t -they_ mean in saying '•I AM.''
They who establish cont a-ct: with
the Inner Sc~ol may follow the same·
P~-th which was travelled by the
Great Ones who went this way before
us. The lass of written J'"ecords of

aneient procedures.is not irreparable.
Even in the liter•rycfragments which survive,. we find one
fact. The andent Mysteries gave their eJ!:.Op~ something
more _than b-elief. something more
than creed~ som_ethinJ~' !11J¥re than
theory. ·
·
--ou~standing

The,y had a sn.tem of-·graded practices.. The p.rac;~ices led to fjrsthan.d knowledge,.. It was the kind of
knowledge St.~ Paul C1llled epignosis,
•'assured knowledge.,.,.__ ·This exact
knowledge included absolute certa_in..:
ty of .t)t.e fact of human. immort~lity. ·
It c:,o11ferred ah solute t:ertainty of
the reality of God. - - It awakened in
initiates an actual reaJ~zation of the t r:uth tlia t the Di vine f\eali ty
and_ the essential SeJ ( of man are
not two, but One.
It put its,p0-sses-sors.in the way
of be-e:Qlllittg conscioU-s .insJ>rUJnegts
for th-e .e-xpression- o-f tJ-~e ·Divi_n~
Wiil. For th-e ~rimpl_e_per'sons-w-ho
hu~g upon his words, Jesu~. ~tated
0
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the practical procedure in.simple
language. So did St. Paul, who says
som~where that he was careful,· in
all he said and wrot~, to avoid the
subtleties of the philosophic jargon
~f his day.
And it is still t~ue
th~t

the great essentials may be
learned by children,. practice<;l ._hy
illiterate men ·and women, .util hed
to good effect by-persons having
littl• to boast of in the wa~ of
iritellectu~l attainments.
That ~his is true leads some to
mak~~he ~istake of s~pposi~g _su~h
knowledge an"d such practices as' are
within the grasp of the underp1ivi.:
leged are.all anyone needs. As well
might one.say there is no need for
electrical :r~_s,earch b.ecause anyone
may· learn to tnrn on all electric
light, or how. to drive a car.
··Ag~le~s Wisdom has somet!ii~g· to
offet' every_ type of human person.ali ty: The. gr~at fund!lmental prpcedures ·a.r-e for all. ·Some ,of the
d~velopments.require. wid~; ·and deeper knowledge, and ·cal,l for skills
developed by intensive t~~ining. In
any given generation oi mankind, the
highest attainments are reserved fol".
the ·rew who are possessed of speciai .
aptitudes and unusual skill.
Yet the Way leading to these highe si, ma.nifestat ionl!l of the latent.
possibilities of our hun:rani~yis a

-4-
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Way -open to all... N9·thing keeps us
back but lack of capacity to g.rasp,,
and 'f&&t of skill to apply~ As the
wheel of incarnation tur~s. the
tyros of today become .the a.depts of
tomc>r.row. Our present .capacity and
skill are. fruits ol work and stu~y
undertaken ~t lower_ levels of the
pyramid of human achieYement. What
we learn and apply now prepares us
for greater things ahead ..

So these lessons are, in a sense,
meat fo~ adults, rather than milk
for babes. They presuppose capacity
on yout part~ ~o that you may comprehend the principles explained.
They take for granted some measure
of ability, the fruit of your work
in previous incarnations.
they
assume your willingness to work.
Ours is a day of fatal over-simplification. More than one voice of
warnin_g bas been raised against our
too~soft curricula~-notably that of
Ernest Dimrtet, in his Art of Learning. ••Easy l~ssons'' in everything
under the sun have developed a race
of dabblers.
Hard work, d~udgery ev~n, there
must be, at first.
Years ago, when
we hegan teaching, we fell into the
error of trying, unsuccessfully, to
make things easy. Perh~ps it may
seem that now we eri' in th:e -app.osi te
direction, and make things too hard.
-5-
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Yet experience has taught us· in 'its
hitter school that orily th~se·wh~
set themselves to learn the elements
of o~cultl~m--the alphab~t~, the
seemingly meaningless tricks with
numbers,- the .ramifications of t.he
Tree of Life~ and ·all the rest.:.-ev.er
really get a~ywhe'e with Ag~le~~
Wisdom.
We kn.ow se-yeral persons who gave
up this work because they thought it
too. hard, or be.cause th.ey could see
no.practical reason.for learning
symbols and ~ematria. We have followed their subsequent history with
pained interest. - They flit from one
te~cher to_another, read book after
book,.·siudi.course after cQurse,
beguiled·· by' ilro_mises o.f art •• easy
way. ;i'· A few come back, and really
set to work. The rest are by now
confirmed samplers of every novelty-th·e ·wilder, the better, it would
seem- ~-and they are no nearer real ization 'than ~hey were twenty ye~rs
ago. · The faithful few who· have
really w~rked ~ave reaped their
reward of first-hand knowledge and
greate~ skill in managing circum- ·
stance.
C9ming now to the central thought
of th~s lesson, it is assumed that
you have made some conscious efort,
and have thereby deepened in a measure your awareness of yourself as a
-6-
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•'hand of God,'' an instrum-ent in
the administ.ration of the· uniYer&:.a.l
reign of law.
If you- kn~w TaJ."-ot_,
perhaps from Ke.y 21 y.ou have learned
that your pers.onal e:xperience is
par~ of the Dance-of Life.
£roM
Key 20 you may have recei v.ed soi:ne
de~per insight into the truth of
continual rebirth.
You m.ay have
learned ~hat resurrection is a process, rather than an even·t.
We
bur~t daily irom yesterday's, coffins
o( Hmitation. The . ansel 's trumpet
sounds, not 9.11ce onl ~, but again and
again.
·IL-you have followed the instructic:>n ~lteady. given, you have p-robap.ly felt some stirring of that dark,
ut¥:s,terious life which mode.rn psychology calls the Unconscious or the
SµbconsciQus.
If you have watched
yQur actions, your thoughts, arid,
~st particularly, your_ emotions,
since r:ecei~ing Les ~on 1., you have
noticed how mµch ~£ your mental
lH~~ a~~ how mu.ch of its reflection
in you~_p~ysical activity, comes
fJ"Qm the de.ep~r level -of. the Yital
Soul.
. ·
..
If you are very sensit.i v.e, perhaps
yoJJ h.a.ve been a'!a.r~ that not a li~
tte of whilt:. comes- to focus in
coiuu;:.ious ,.thi~king enters· y(mr pers<inal Iif~ frorn ot;he:r lives:.-not ·all
of them human. ·.The -very,· vef~ry sen-

your
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sitive will have gained some firsthand knowledge that our pets ~d our
ftowers. as well as our human companions, live {n us. ~nd we in them.
Tlnls, dimly 9,1" inte_nsely, according
to your temperam~nt and the vigor of
your practice, you will have learn~d
~he lesson that the_uniyersal Vital
Soul is truly th~ Foundation of
Eternal Being, on which ~ests the
ho~se of your personal existence~
In Key.20, this Eternal Foundation
is pictured·as a sea. In Key 18 it
is th~ pool~ whence th~ ~rayfish
climbs t~ ·the path.· In Key 19 it is
the greensward where the children
dance in a fairy .rin:g. · In Key 17 it
is "the. spring f.~om which the Waterbearer dips the ftuid she pours from
her two flagons ..
The next s·tep upward takes us to
the left side of the Tree of Life.
and to the-eighth Sephirah, the seat
o"f inteHect. For before we may go
~irect to the center of the Tree,
where the Ego is seated, w~ mnst. get
a better understanding bf the
Spheres of Mercury and of Venus--of
intellect, and of its opposite and
complement, desire.
Th~ eighth Sephirah is the Spbet'e
of Mercury, and in th~ books of the
alcli·elJ)ists we learQ. much concerning
thj.s Mercury of the Sages. They all
insist that until we know it. and.

-8-
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_its use, all our endf'.avors to effect
a sublimation, all ou·r endeavors to
make the Stone ~f the Wise, are
doomed·to ~ailureA Aft~r·we know
the Mercury and gain some skill in
its use, we apply what we learn to
the Sphere of Venus, which we shall
study in Lesson 3~ ·
What alchemists call Mercury of
the Sages is what Qabalists ~ame
•'Perfect Intelligence.'•· In Hebrew, •'Perfect'' is Ol7e-, shalom.
It has a great variety of shades of
meaning.
Amon_g them are: peace,
health, prosperity, completeness,
wholeness, perfe~tion, c~n~ord,
friendstiip, and ·good of every kind.
Note that.the initial letter of
Dl'~ is ~. the one ~ttrihuted to
Key 20 •. The beginning of al 1 goodr
of all peace, of all prosperity and
happiness, is the firm conv~ction
{lateJ" demonstrat~d by direct experience) that all life i i e~ernal
life, that rrortality·is but an appearance, that in very truth none of
us shall ever die. To hold fast to
this convi~tion when it is ~tily a
conviction, to -make this assumption
when it is only an assumption, is an
act of volition.
For to hold fast to it, we must
face bf>ldl y all appearances to the
contrary..

Much of wh'cft seems to be

real, and is accounted real by most
-9-
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of mankind, gives the lie to the
idea of immortality.
The daily
papers contain long iists .of -deaths,
from all manner of caµses. To learn
to see all this as merely change, to
develop a keen realizaJion that the
r~al thing behind t}ie mask of boJily
appearance is eternal and indestructible, calls for vigorous exerci~e -0£ brains and volition.

This is what alchemy cal ls ~he
fixation of. th~ vc:>l~tile. . It takes
wo..rk. Sc)me find .it harder .to do than
others,_ but it-is the first stage in
a correct eva.luation of your place
in the scheme of things.
You are
really and.truly an immortal. You will know it eventuaJly. At. present, you ~ust address yo~rself to
the ilit;ellectual practice .of seeing
that eveJ,'y bit of evidence brought
forth hy science directly contradicts tl)~ supertici'al appearance of
the' reality of· death.
·

Rea.d that last - s.entenc-e ov~r anci
over,. until its m~~njng $inka icl!,-.
Ev~!! ry bit qf e-tlid1qice.~
Al-J. -t-lie
estahli.tthe.d finding_s o-f scien.ce point
to the fact_of eternal life. r,JQne
of the eYidence supports the r!l9"- _
belief in death. To. dQubt i1J1mortali ty in this scientific age is to
confe$• one's in.ahiHty to thin)! 01.l\:,
.the inevitable -logi¢al consequence$
of. ~e,mons-trated -knpwledge. What is

-10-
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the univer~al testimbny in every
department of science? For111.s change,
but the eneigy of which they ar~
composed is indestruc.tible. Endle·ss
transformations 7 endless adaptations, but the One Thing is always
h•re, and this One t~ing is all
there is of you.
Even the elem~n·ts of our physical.
exist.ence are. eternal. A human body
is just a set of energy vibrations,
maintained in human form by the
presen&e of etheric ~nd astral
patterns. These, in turn, are maintained by the pattern of personality
beld at the ce~terl where the Ego
dwel~s.,
Before you \Vere born. the
Ego used the cells .of your father
and mot~er. as a material base on
which to build_ the body you have
now. N~ithe~ ~f your parents made
your baby body.
You made it. The
incarna~in~ Eg~ is the ~aker of
every human body. It uses cells and
chr-0mosomes contributed by both .parents. ·It supervises the successive
stages'of_gestetion. It, ·the spiritual entit1 p~rsistin~ eternally,
i~ th• fas~i~ner ot these o~ter
vehicles.
Thus, if one asks, "Who made
you?'' you may answer, with the Catechism, ''God m11de. me,'' and you
will be right. Yet equally will you
be stating basic truth if you say,
-11-
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•'I made me. °
For whenever you say
••1•~ y9u speak of the same One
Thing men have in mind when they say
• 'God." ' Happy are you if.; when you
say ,•A1'•, you kn-0w and mean what
.the. wise understand when they sa_y

"'God.''
Yo-u may ask, ''Why Si> much in...
sis"tence on the intelle~tual side of
·this?'.' Simply because what we intend .. is brought abou-t by -our right
use .of our intellectual equipment ..
The intellect· fo-rms and sows t·he
seeds of t.h.e -future. Thus, in the
statement numbered 8 in .The Pat tern
on thee· Trest leboard-, we say: ' ' l
loek .forward with con.fidence to the
perfe-et realization of the Eternal
Splendor of t.he Limitless Light.''

Some objectii>n has b~en made to
this by persons who do not und~:~'"
stand the precise meaning ~f the
wqrd '·'realization.''
In the sen$e
employe_d _i.cn our work, it means
''personal awaren~ss and embodiment.'' Of cour,-e,. if you think you
are already perfectly aware of the
Eternal Splendor, and perfectly embody its glory~·you don't need this
affirmation~
Yet most of us can see
so ·much ro'om for improvement in our

friends and enemies that we must be
dull indeed if we do not know they
seem to find a similar need for betterment in us. The full and perfect

-12-
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realization is truly ahead of tts.
We look forward to it. We intend to
bring it about.. Most f'f aU, we devise plans for it.
·Hence, on the Tree of Life, there
is a ch~nnel leading'd~wn from the
seat of volition in Geburah to that
of intellect in'Hod. Aga-in, in ·the
Tarot picture of Mercury, the Magician or Transformer; one of his·
hands is raised t~ward what is above
him, and the other is pointed at the
garden below. Intention is what
puts us mentally in this position.
So, in working with this lesson, you
are to devote yourself principally
to making a clear c6ncept of a
completely adequate personal expression of the Limitless Light.
· Don' t be vague. Never mind what
others think about it. Find out
what your own SELF has in store for
you., The Life-power is One, but it
expresses through infinite variety.
What sort of personality do you want
become? What is your idea of thebest of health, the best of ability,
the best of _all good· things fol" you?
Turn your thought to these questions again and again during the
coming week,. Let your mind free itself to reach out and up to the best
to which you can aspire. Don't dis~uss your conclusions with anybody.
Just ~ake the pic~~re clear, and
-13-
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then practice confident e"peetancy~
un ti l you have m.pde. it a habit.

·Remetnb·er, you never die. Thus,·
though this present·bodily manifest4t ion may w.ear out, YOU, u1ho .made
eut?ry body you eve.r had, will carry
the pat:tern. with you into you,.
bttween-intarnation vacation. You
have jll eternity t~ work in. Yet
you mu.st begin somewhere in time-.
and there's.no bet-ter time than now.

-14-
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LESSON TIIREE
IN Turba Philoaophorum~ or The

Assembly.of the Sages, an ancient
Latin alchemical treatise. we read:
''Know that no true tincture is
made except from our copper.
Do
not, therefore, exhaust your brains
and your money, lest you fill your
hearts with sorrow. Unless you turn
the aforesaid copper into white, and
make visible coins, and then afterwards turn it again into redness
until a tincture results, ye accomplish nothing.
Burn therefore the
copper, break it up, deprive it of
its blackness by co-0king, imbuing
and washing, until the same becomes
white. Then rule it.••

--..,

Copper is the metal of Venus.
Its
English name is from a Greek word
which is also the root of the p·lacename ''Cyprus,'' given to the island
where Venus is fabled to have risen
from the sea.
In Cyprus were copper
mines which supplied the ancient
world.
Hence tha association between Venus or Aphrodite, and the
metal.
This is the alchemical attribution of the seventh Sephirah,
Netzach, the seat of the desire
nature, and the Sphere of Venus.

-1-
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Alchemical copper is not the metal
of the mines. Hence the quotation
says ••our'' copper, just as'alchemists speak elsewhere of ••our••
matter, '•our'' Mercury, and so on.
It is ''ours'' because it is found
inside us.
In the human body, one of the most
active centers related to desire and
emotion is the Venus center in the
throat. It is a group of organs,
rather than a sirtgle nerve
center~
,.
This group includes the pharyngeal
plexus behind the Adam's apple,
together with the thyroid and parathyroid glands. When this center is
disturbed by a wave of-strong feeling, we choke with emotion. Always
the emotion is related to something
we want to happen, or to something
we desire intens~ly to avoid or
avert. ~en there is any disease of
the thyroid, emotional instability
is an invariable symptom.
The quotation from Turba Philosophorum gives another valuable hint
when it says: ~·no not exhaust your
brains and fill your hearts with sorrow.' t One reason for the sterility
of many modern intellectual movements concerned with human welfare,
social service, and the like, is
that they have too much head and too
little heart. Warm stirring of the
emotions is indispensable to any
-2-.
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real amelioration of the lot
man beings.

~f

hu-

Such· transformation, or power to
hririg it about, is what alchemists
mean by tincture.
Furthermore, .they
disiinguish two kinds of ti~ctur~-
that which soaks into a substance,
and ·changes its nature through and
through, and that which produces no
more than a superficial coloring.
For this .second k:lnd of tinctu·re
they have only condemnation, and
declare it to be the agency of imposture.

Turba goes on to describe the process. The first step is to work on
our desires, so as to change them
into white.
White is the color
assigned to Kether on the Tree of
Life,
In the raw or green state in
which desires firs·t take form, their
essential whiteness is difficult to
perceive. That is, it is not •lways
easy to see the connection between
what fo.rms itself in our .minds as a
desire, and the outward-moving i~
pulse from the Central Self which is
the real cause of that desire.

~

sires do not orig~nate in.the personal consciousness.
Be-hind every
desire is the outward ~nd dow.nward
m•vement of an impulse from the Primal Eill-to-good •
To the question, "What is the
meaning ofhuman_~:rsonality?'' we

.J
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answer that every one of us exists
here on earth for somethin~. We are
here to give expression to the Primal Will-to-good.
Through the
working of the desire nature we become aware-~f the specific forms of
expression which constitute what may
be called our personal vocation •
. This is what we mean by sayi~g
that'[!uman.desires are really the
promises of God:] They come to us-like the Venus.J!tscribed in alchemi·
cal writings--disguised as beggars
dressed in filthy rags. They make
their appearance as ••wants,'' and
whenever we want something, it always seems ~e do not have it. When
our stomachs are empty, we are hungry. Empty hearts long for love.
Empty purses make us desire wealth.
Empty heads seek to be filled with
all manner of external amusements
and distractions. Even those desires called "'low'' by persons of
small understanding--even the desires which drive us into "'sin''-they are promises, too.
Not one hut has its use. Not one
but may be p~rified to whiteness,
when we trace its origin to the Primal Will. (Not one we must suppress.)
No, the victory comes directly iii
consequence of what alchemists mean
by ''turning crude copper into
whiteness.''
-4-
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This is by no means the end of the
work. The next .step is to make that
purified white copper into ''visible
coins. ''
Tarot gives us a clue. On the Magician's table lies a coin. Among
the minor trumps there is a suit of
Coins or Pentacles. They represent
the actual things of the physical
plane; and, with the exception of
things spontaneously produce<! by nature, there is not one physical
object which is not the embodiment
of human desire.
However truly we may relate ~t to
the Primal Will, no desire has any
real effect until it makes a ·difference here on the physical plane.
Something must be transformed.
Something must be brought out, into
~angible actuality, in. th• field of
the human senses.
·Desire health as much as we may~
even though we know clearly that
this desire is a direct reflection of
the One Self's will to wbolenes$,
(our work is not complete until it is
made manifest in a healthy body) and
in various instrumentalities for the
transf~rmation of sick bodies int~
healthy onest Hospitals, machines
for harnessing and directing subtle
radiations of the Limitless Light-even drugs, and the like, .for those
who c~n find no better way.

-5-
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So with all desires. They must be
more than wishes. They must be cast
into definite patterns of physical
things. This is one ·reason so many
persons fail to get beyond occult
theory into satisfactory and useful
demonstration of occult practice.
They do not learn the great lesson
of the Book of Nature, the lesson
that the Life-power never ceases to
d~ive toward physical embodiment.
Whatever else we know or do not
know, we have sensory evidence that
God is a power bringing solid,
tangible 'things into physical t.e:i,ng,
and in our more fortunate times, the
mask of terror Nature wore for more
primitive men and women is less
frightening. Storm and desert, sea
and jungle, are no longer taken for
evidences of Natur.e' s cruelty and
malice. Even the worst failures of
unaided Nature may be transformed
into shining successes, when her
foices are overcome from within by
the balanced powers of desire and
intellect, Venus and Mercury, heart
and brain.
In the diagram you received with
Lesson One, note that Netzacb, the
Sphere of Venus, is balanced with
Hod, the Sphere of Mercury. These
two are the points at the er.gles of
two triangles. The apex of one tri·
angle, pointing downward, is Yesod,
-6-
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In this ident~fication of personal
desires with what amounts to a up~
versal tendency, backed by irresistible power~ we find the meaning of
bringing our Venus to whiteness.
Yet the work we are now considering
does not end with this. Having·made
our crude Venus white, we must make
it into 11 visible coins,'' as already explain~d. These clear patterns must then be turned again to
• •redness.''
On the Tree of Life, red is the
color assigned to Mars, both the
planet itself, and its.Sphere,
Geburah, the seat of Volition. The
same color is assigned to th~ path
of the sign Ar1.es, ruled by Mars,
and represented in.Tarot by Key 4,
the Emperor •
.When our clear vision and definition (Heh, Sight, Aries, Emperor)
have fashioned our Venus into spe~
cific, adequate forms, we rid oursel~es of the sense of lack implied
by the verb ''want.''
Fo~ it we
substitute the confident expectation
of certain fulfilment, and then.we
are well on our way'to making the
tincture.
Then our intention, our volition,
comes into play. W-e use our selfconscious intellectual powers to
keep the vision before us, to deepen
-11-
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our intention. to focus our purpose.
By use of the same self-conscious
powers, we finish and perfect our
vision.
Here we must keep in mind one par•
ticular thing. No matter what our
desire may be, no matter how perfectly we may have succeeded in
purifying it, ou~ steady purpose
must be ~lways toward the outward,
visible expression of the desire, in
appropriate physical embodiment. In
practical experience we shall find
that this includes not only some
change for the better in our ideas,
and in our emotional expr~ssion, but
also some direct modification of our
. physical structure, and some change
in our surroundings.
In the main, what is called ''alchemy~• is the transformation of the
operator himself. Always from with:.
in outward.
In this, deiire and
intellect are the principal instruments. Yet the work is by no means
complete until the astral, etheric
and physical bodies of the operator
have been changed. Thus the primary
aim of alchemy is.~he transfiguration
of the alchemist himself.
His -0wn personality is the true
subject of the Great Work. He himself becomes the true Philosophers'
Stone. This.is the J~M, Ehben, in
which ~M, Ab, the Father, is combin-12-
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' ' Burning
.
t h e copper•• is the in-

itial stage of the process. Burn it
or melt it in the £re of careful
intellectual analysis of every crude
desire. When you find yourself desiring anything--no matter what, and
even if popular opinion or popular
theology condemn the desire itself
as something evil--analyze it. Melt
~wn i~s ~orm until you have before
~ur mind s eye the essential mot ife. What is the drive hehi~d
th~ Ask the question again and
again.
Soon you·~~ll know there are no
fund>amentall y b&Se-d-~"..~es. De!!ir~
t.akes impure forms. Our notions of
means we should adopt ta make our
desires actualities are ,often mistaken, often futile. Yet he who
practices this simple, easy operation long enough, and persistently
enough, to gain some appreciable
measure of skill, will learn to
trust completely in the essential
goodness of the desire nature. Then
he will be free from the nonsense
which mars the pages of so many
books purporting to teach spirituality--the nonsense that desire 'itself
must be killed out.
·
Desire is divine. .They who bid us
kill it out are preaching spiritual
suicide. Their blind followers, who
~eek to stifle desire, or to escape
-9-
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from it, make the heart sor~ow, and
grieve the Holy Spirit.
The means for purifyi~g ••our''
Venus, after we have melted it down
to its essential substance through
fiery analysis, which is the ''cook·
ing'' mentioned in Turba, continue
with what is designated by the al- /""chemical term ''imbuing.''
This,
word means ~'to saturate~'' ~t _com)l'
from a Latin verb whose or1g1n is
unknown; but many philologists hold
that it is related to the San~it
ambu, water.
This hS:rmon~_z~_&;.--~ -c:ne symbolism
o i~ t.6'.l>..P- .J'.w'of Life, where Chesed,
Sphere of Jupiter, of which Netzach
is a reflection, corresponds to water. The imbuing of personal desire
is its saturation with the essence
of that inner spirit of beneficence
which inspjres all desires.
By ~his it is meant that often,
when first we become aware of a des ire, we have little understanding
of its real nature. First, therefore, we must melt it down. Then we
must endeavor, by the exercise of
reason and imagination, to relate
our desire to its cosmic aspect, to
saturate it with its essential meaning and motive, to take it out of
the limitatip~s of the merely per~
sonal into the freedom and power of
the universal.
-10/
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Sphere of the Moon, and seat of the
Animal or Vital Soul. The apex of
the other triarigle is Malkuth,
Sphere of the Elements, and seat of
the outer, physical body.
Again, the Sphere of Mercury, Hod
is the reflection of Gehurah, Sphere
of Mars.
In the same manner,
Netzach, Sphere of Venus, i~ the
reflection of Chesed, Sphere of Jupiter.
Thus Intellect refiects Volition,
and Desire reflects Memory. Neither
Volition nor Memory are controlled
by the Ego, but they are ruled by
the innermost SELF, Yekhidah in
Kether.
Both Volition and Memorv
are above the level of ~he Ego in

, Tl.po a re-·•Ja. _ ~ ~· --~ _ .--- / ·

The Ego contr~ls Desire and Intellect, and it governs Nephesh, the
Vital Soul in Yesod, through the activities of these two. The Ego also
controls the activities of the Vital
Soul directly, through the operation
~f the force at work in the path
corresponding to the letter Samekh,
which is represented in Tarot by
Key 14.
As the reflection of Memory, seated
in Chesed. the desire nature is the
reflection of Beneficence. This is
another reason for saying th•t the
essence of every desire is good, and
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is really the tefiection into the
lower mind of some actual purpose of
the One Self.
What we desire is our personal interpretation of what we feel ftowing
~utward and downward from within.
A desire may take a distorted form,
just as the form taken by a crystal
may be imperfect, when the crystallizing substance is placed in an
unfavorable environment.
Few perfect cr~stals are found in nature.
Reduce a crystal to its essential
solution, and place it in a favorable situation, and you get a
perfect crystal. No matter how dis~cr-.N:..p,,d,.iz-.-1111ay he when you begin the
e~periment~~if you can r~duce ~k:
imperfect form to its essen-ce, and
are able to provide a suitable environment, the resulting crystal
will be perfect.
From this we may learn a great
deal.
Habit, upbringing, mistaken
forms of education, unfavorable
social or physical environment, may
distort our de-sires, and make them
take imperfect shapes.
But if we
follow the directions of Turba Philo sopho rum, we shall be able to
purify our v~nus, and purge her of
her impurities. Then what comes to
us in filthy rags •ill come again in
shining raiment.

-8-
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LESSON EIGHT
The three riircles at the top of
the Tree of Life correspond to the
Rosicrucian grades named Magister
Templi (~~ster cf the Temple), Magus
(Magician) and ·Ipsissimus (He :rho ·is
most himself.·) These grades cvr.stitute the Rosicrucian ·innermost cir
c le , or Third Order,
Men and women who have attained
to these grades are, in some·in~
stances, discarnate personalities,
awaiting favorable opportunity for
entrance into incarnation. They are
not obliged to become incarnate,· He
who reaches the grade of Exempt
Adept is freed from that necessity.
Yet these members of the Third Order
make their appearance as human bee
ings, when~ver need arises for
strong, illuminated, ·spiritual lead~
ers of :humanity •.
They do not enter human life
through the gate of physical birth.
-10
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ed with 131 Ben, the Son, in a sin•
gle. unified pe~sonality, the living
stone represented verbally by the
Hebrew noun })M.
}'.ore than this, the Stone has power to tinge, or permeate with its
transforming force, all ''base metals,'' and even the ''refuse of the
earth.'' Herea again, we are dealing with a change both psychological
and physical.
·
In the clarified mind of an adept,
the kingdom of stone, or mineral
kingdom, assumes an appearance very
different from the aspect of stubborn
~esistance and dead lethargy it
wears in the mind of a tyro.
Instead of its being an obstacl~, it
is perceived as a means to the fulfilment of desire. It is se.en to be
of the same fundamental substance as
thought and feeling. The laws which
manifest themselves in physics and
chemistry are seen to be mental
laws.
The substance of the physical
world is no longer thought of as
being something alien to man's spiritual life. It is simply another
aspect of that life, and. more than
this, an aspect which is naturally
responsive to control and direction
from the self-conscious level.
An adept in alchemy does more than
-13-
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assure himself intellectual)y that
this is true. He changes his body,
ao that it is able to act as an
instrument whereby the Central Self
brings to bear, upon all levels of
rnanif~station below man, the inftuence of spiritual forces above the
plane of human personality.
Man is the mediator between what
is below and what is above, even as
pictured in Key 1 of Tarot.
He
shapes his desires into coherent
patterns, which agree with the basic
tendencies of the cosmic order._ By
the sa~ laws whereby the Life~pow
er manifests and maintains the physical universe, man is then enabled
to modify the forms taken by that
manifestation.
Beginning with his own body, and
extending his administration of cosmic law, step by step, he grows into
a being who-is more than ''natural
man,'' mastering himself and·nature.

-1~-
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LESSON FOOR
THE &l"TH path is the

.eent.er .of
the T,e'e of Life. h .a mo.de Df consci.eusness, .i4; is .CJ.11'1ed .the Intelligence of Mediating '.Influence .(or,
more coi::rectly_, "th.e l~elligence of
Sep a rJJ·t iJre Jn fl u.n.c..e). Conne ct..ed
wi_th 'it is · i:h.e · es<»te·ric doct.l'in.e
concern.µig tfl,e Ego...,.
The .t:go j.a no~ the-4JNE SELF,.
It
.is .4th.e lfig~J" Sou,!, the truly· Human
$oul~ Jhe SEU"· is ·indivisible,. manifest tji..-G11gh uuntless ao.uls,. The
SEl,.F ,is .GQ1' l'hi=i .is the SELF seat.ed a-t tJie upper.mos-t and innermost
center-0£ ·every •nseuled beins--in
s,t.o~ ;md plant,. in animal and man,
an4 in th.os.e who have gained the
hi.gh .eminence of life beyond the oi:d;i.nar.y genu8 homo.,

l'o the point where ge~-us homo
a1»:pea,rs, life ev.olves by .direet impul,sion from the ONE S~F 1 without
immediate influence f t.:iiim the Higher
Soul,
Yet .the occ.ul t teaching is
th~t the ~go of e:very lif.e:.~ntity
e«ists from the ~.beginning. For the
·Ego, or Higher Soul,. _j.s ·the di.reet
r.e,flection .and e.111ane,t;ion of the ONE
SELF ..
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In the Qabalah· i t •is called the
Son, and the. Son is 'orie~ with ·the
Father. Bec.ause it has royal powers, Semitic mysticism named it
Messiah, the. Anointed. . Jn: ~re-ek',
this is Chris'tos. The myths of all
t·he. Savio~ gods of ancient 'r~l~gions
are:re~lly more or less imp,rfect
intuitions concerning the· nat_ure of
the Ego.
. .
·Now, -ife· have· said before that what
most ·men call ''self''· is only body~
Th;i s is t.he: meaning of I.self f. for
mi.llion,S ·of human beings~, The earJ i~~ r~~e~ of ge~us hb~o are by no
me•ni ema~cipated from th~ group~
so~l-~thi collective Vital Soul,
supposed .by .s·ome theosophists to
rule all membir~ of the kingdo~s of
nature below man.
This is a. mistaken idea.- Not only
among pets, which might be thought
to be modified by hu111an companionship
and training, but also among wild
c~eature~, th~re are great varia-.
tions ·of personality.· These ·v~riations .are really different degrees of
r:espon.si veness to the truly human
Higher Soul, ~hich workstapon the
~~~up~~otrl~ of va~ious genera and
sp~cie~ of animals--~es, and of
plants--not less certainly than upon
those ~aces of men of whom ~~stig•s
still survive on earth today, though
the life-wave which was embodied in
that particular race has long since
•.

': ..

~
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pas11.e.d -0n_to highe:r races.. Hence
:the persons now li'v:ing .in a relative! y ~ow race are either laggards
or late-comers ... This is the general
ruJe, though :t;ft~re .-re said -to he
instances in wh.ich a .soul belonging
to a more adyanced life-~~~~ takes
incarnation in a body b~longing to
an earlier evolutionary -type.
Note well that this ~ccult doctrine- cannot he .. t':"'.i.~ted t.o _.mean that
memb~-rs of surviving -races like the
An•tralian abo~igjnes or the natiye.s
of Patagonia
Af~ican pygmies are
in any sense J,ess human than members
of the later waves of evolution. No
supercilious racism is possihie for
one who 'r~ly understands ~'e occult
law of ~;;..Oi.utiori~
·
·
All.J1rough the age~long history
~f ~~olution--rio matie~ what the
fo_rms taken b:y the life-wave- - the
gAtiding and directing impub~e has
come through the human Higher Soul.
The evolqtio-n o! . the a·nimal kingdom
is not only a p'relude to the app.ea~
ance .of man .. ·It is the contint1.9us,
unbroken bjstory of what the Bible
. calls Ada ....
Yet .this atehetypal Acdam, the
Ch-ris..tps, though j;n• per f~ct union
with .the Father (a:s l!lOdern translatio.ns of the New_ Testament_ -render
w~at ~Ider versions put as ''one
wjth the Fa.ther' •), though pre.s.ent

o,

~''
I
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as the nucleus of every human Higher

Soul or Ego, must.in.·a.sense be
distinguished from thwt: Ego. The
archetypal Adam or Christos
the
Sun of 'the Higher_Soul, even as the
i.ntui'tion ·of the poet taught him
when he wrote the familiar hymn,
'•Sun o~·ll'iy Soul.''
.

is

~

Wh~t you and I call our own Igo is
i'n per feet union with the' central
Sun, as that, in turn, is ·in _perfect

union ·wit'h th'e One Self, the Indivisible.•' Nor can anything destroy
tbat uniOn.
"
The whole ghastly error
founded on

a mistranslation--the ridiculous
·if,!~~ t'hat any ,h~man .being can .lose
bis soul-:.is utter nonsense.· Nott,
''What sh~ll it profit a ~an if he
gain the ~hble world, and lo~e his
ojn'soul?' 1 'is ~hat Jesus ~sked,
but, ''''What shall it prolit a man ·if
he gain:the whole world, and lose
·his own; ·H·fe?.., The truth is bad
enough~ without.making it worse.·
.
For one can, for a iime. lo~e
'on~···s life.
Not just' the_ life of
the physical body, but that gra~p of
the integration of ~ner ~eh~cles
which· keeps an Ego in touch. wi·th his
·own life;wave, and ~nables him to
advanc~ with it through the stages
of evolution. This is the dreadful
1
1'-second death'• of which there are
guarded hints· in the New Testament.
-4-
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Not a~niltilation~ NQt damnation in
the ordinafy sense.
The second
deaih is a brea~ing of, the tie
between· the Ego an~ the. io'we_r,· per-.
sisting, finer vehicles.
Not often does. this-occur, and the
.is by .no means irremediable.
Yet the danger ~s grave
enough to justify a solemn warning
again,st th(! one human. tendency wh_ich
is t·he beginning of the way leading
to t~:i:s disaster. Th.is is th.e tencatas~rophe

dency~ toward preocc~pation~wit~

stand_ards of, sucee_ss,. fame or glory.,
baaedthe superfieiaf appear.ances.
of this wor_ld.

on

The position

of

Ageless Wisdom is.

thltt even when oi-ganic d.e·velopment ··
is at· the stage of genus homo, . there
is still a group~sofil.
It is the
Nephesh, the Anima.l or.Vital Soul we
have -found placed in Yesod. as the
foundation for. t_he outer. physic~!.
vehicle. .Fol:" the human Vital Soul
is lllOre .like a stratum ~-£ the total

Animal Soul th~~ lik~ a· s~para~e

entity. It might be c:;ompared to.the
upper level of t~e waters of a great
sea, with deep on deep be-low, growing da_rker the farth~r 'one descends
1
irom the surface'.
personalities· are as wav.es
th~ Upper surf~cec of ~bis

liUJJlfJD
OD'

refle.cting

~he

glittering

~ith

s:ellt

sky o-verhead, arid
the
_5:.

mirr~red

light
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of the-sun ih that sky. A millioh
million refiections of that One Sun~
the central Ego of the whole human_
ra·ce; and that Eg"Ot° in tnrn,' a projection and true~image of the One
SELF, -Yek}\idah in Ketner.
Up to :a certain point in the progof e~bodied life from lower to
higher levels~ the Ego shapes its
r~~s

vehicles withbut· ~ven a gl~mm~r·of ·
knowledge crs to what goes on finding
expression in the consciousness of
the·particular ·veJ1icle • . That· is,.
the 'expression - of the 'Ego· is ·almost·
wholly t"hrough the Ego's direct·
action on the Vital Soul~ At-the
stage-to.which the humaQ ra~e has
now advanc.ed--but a moment i.n.. etei:··
nity; though it is-many.milleniums.
of milleniums in time-- there comes .a ,
great o.p-portunity.
In genus homo,· the Ego has brought'
into manifestatibn a beihg ablei
because of' its brain and nervous
or~anizatiori, to express knowledge
0 f two things o'f paramount importance:
1. Of its. own J.nterior,· yet superior,· spiritual nature:
·
2." Of 'the cha"racter of the evolutionary process.

Because .of thi~ possibility of the
human race, it~ ~orj advanced m~m
bers, iri every generation, have. "been

-6-
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able to learn the an•wers to three
g'reat quest ions:
1. Whence came I? ·
2. Ho~ did I get here?
3. Who am l?
The answers to these ~uesiions
provide also the answer to a 'fourth
and culminating inquiry:
4. Where am I going?'
The answers are. not beliefs. They
are not con~ictions. The~-are assured and definite knowledge, and
they lead to a mos~ important discovery. Man, f;)f all the inhabitants
of the earth, is the only being able
to participate consciously in the
evolutionary process~
Ants herd their insect cows, but
no ant colony ever bred a new· type
of aphis. Man is able to transform
wolves and jackals into friends and
companions, and can develop new
st.rains at will. Man transmutes
grass into wheat, and fills -the world
with plants which are a direct result of his taking though~, and
controlling the tide of life as it
flows through plant forms.
A. few m_en, observing nature and
man's work with her 1 ~have learned
the lesson. They see that _the human
race itself is subject to gradual
change by the long-term prbcesses of
eugenics and modHication of environ-7~
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ment.
Fewer still, watching more
closely, have hit on yet another way
to participate in conscious evolution--but even i~ tiis supposedly
enlightened age, only a minority are
capable of grasping the bare idea-let alone the technique for carrying
it out.
By·this we mean that a small number of persons in any generation are
able~ not only to conceive the possibility of the development of genus
homo into something beyond the natural man, but have power also to
effect that transformation and transmutation in themselves. Having done
so, they wield powers greater even
than those attributed to them by
wild romance.
Greater, but not quite the same.
Hence they who know the marks of a
genuine adept or Master will never
be deceived by tales written by pretenders to higher knowledge.
The
outstanding account of a real Master .
is the life of Jesus, fragmentary as
the Gospel record is.
Compare the simple, yet compelling
Gospel history with the marvels recounted in some ·.of the New Testament
Apocrypha, especially those written
to meet the demand for fuller knowledge of Jesus' childhood. Then you
will understand, if you have any
critical sense, why the canon of the
-8-
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New Testament rejects these products
of a not very vivid imagination.
Yet most of the Apocrypha are superior to some modern stories about
Masters. When one has grasped the
significanc-e of Jesus' life and
works, the ••shasta side-shows''
seem tawdry indeed; and the vague
accounts of '.'initiations'' which
serve as escape literature for a
certain type of mind suffer sadly by
comparis9n with the narrative of the
initiation--mis-called temptation-in the wilderness.
Masters there are, and their mastery consists in their perfect
response to the impul•es coming to
them from the archetypal Ego which
is the nucleus of every human Higher
Soul. They who have attained to
conscious union with that Ego have
the Philosophers• Stone, the great
secret of transmutation. This they
attain by three ptocesses, illustrated in Tarot by three Keys, which
we shall consider in this and the
two following lessons.
The first step toward union with
the Higher Soul is represented in
Tarot by Key 15. This Key corresponds to the path leading upward on
the Tree of Life, .from the eighth
circle, the seat of Intellect, to
the sixthi the abode of the Ego.

-9-
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Before explaining this picture,
let us establish a principle. All
our progress upward is a reaction or
response to the downward and outward
impulse in the path we ascend. Thus
we go upward in consciousness--or
inward--because of the influence
~owing down from a hi~her and More
interior level.
In early stages of the Great Work
we may he unaware of this. Then it
will seem to us that *e struggle, 4f
ou·r own volition and effort, to reach
the heights. Yet the universal testimony of the wise who have really
attained those heights is that the
power which ~nables them to climb
comes really from within and, from
above.
In the last analysis, say
they, we are drawn upward.
Now, the descending influence from
Tiphareth is pictured as the Devil.
It is a symbol of what is behind all
our plans for making something better than it is now, behind all- our
endeavors to ~ffect impro•ements,
behind all our projects for building
more ~tately mansions for our souls.
It is, u:oreover, a picture of the
aspect of the Ego which is presente-0
to our minds,~hen those minds are
untr~ined, when they mistake superficial appear,nces for realities,
when they are at the very beginning
of the Path of Libera.tion.
-10- .
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Once in Psalms we read tha~ the
fear of t·he Lord is the beginning o.f
wisd<tm,; Once in; Pr-0verbs we find a
similar· quot at ion, but this one says
the -fear of the Lord is the begin-·
ning of knowledge.
In both plac.es,,- ~
the. '~fear of the Lord'' means just
what i~-pict~red in Tarot as the
Devil.
-'
·.·
The Devi 1 .irs a· mental 'image in· the.
mind of inan. He is ca-1-led the '.•fa:..
ther of lies,'~ because he is-the
primary mi•conception ~bout man and
his rel at ion to the Ego, t.o other.
human beings, and to envir-0nment,
This misconcepti'o.n is t.~e false,
no.tion that every _man has ~n _ego of·
his,pwn, a self not related to th~
whole -0£ life, inter~sts. in col)fli~t
with t.he in.t-~rests and ¥1el fwre :of '
other ~uman h~ings, ~nd all the
brood of lies which spring from this
one source.
In rel at ion to other
men, and· to the forces of human envi r~nnient, this misconce·ption' gives
rise to fears innumerable.
Yet,
pa~adoxically, it i~ wha& ~e fdar
that libe~ates us.
For the fear is· ev:i:derice tha.t we
are mistake~ .ahou~ our s~p~~aten~ss. ~
are mistaken when we think we have:
interests 'in conflict. wi'th the int.er~
e st s of others.
We are ~istak~n
when we suppose ther-e is any force
h~v~ ~ad~ ~ ~ist~ke.

~11-
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in nature essentially inimic~l ·to
man. Our mistake is an evidence of.
faulty use·of ·the p6wer seated.in
the eighth Sephirah~ . It is an -0n~
skilful,· blundering employment of

intellect.

Mark Twain it was who ~jid no
religion can exist without a devil.
The Bible goes farther, though it
veils its doctrine by various devices. Actually, what is pictured
by Key 15 is.·what provides incentive
for lh'ing. It· is what led you to
study· this cou·rse.

./'
I
'

You ~eek 'knowledge h«fre because,
at .some period in.your life-history,
yoµ ~~~e ·fac~d a p~oblem ~hi~h was

too m~~h fo~ you:· Perhaps yoti
reiiche.d the coriclus.ion, ••Everything
see'm,s to . b~ a~a~nst me. ' ' ·
That 'Yas yc;mr Ego, trying to make
you .aware of .yourself and of it,se·lf
hi·t~e method of .getting you i~to a
difficulty. · Thus the story. of Jesus'
initiation says he was le~ by the·
Spirit into. the wilderness •. to b_~.
tempted by the calumniator.
To be tried by the. challenge, '•If
you, are, as· you b:el ie:ve, ~ Son o £
~od, gi~e us this.proof.''
&tu4y
Jesus' temptations, att.d you will ffnd
patterns of tests we all must.mee~.

Physical hunger, the . t!:iirst for pow,e r, the desire to mak~ a ''convinc•
ing demonstration'' by taking a

r--
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foolhardy risk •. No kind of human
tempta.tion .an.d .testi~g but ·h,s its
roo~~ 1n o~e of .t.hese~ ··
""'

~

Nobody enjoys these tests. · You
didn't· like yours.
This accounts
fo~ the growth ~f the notion that
: t·her.e is an actual .devil.. Way back
down the path of human eYolution,
eyery difficulty seem~d to be ·the
work of a hidde.n enemy.
-Thus primitive wo.rship is always
devil worship, ·the propitiation -of
a dangerous and jealous ad.-versa:ry
by means of sacrifice and· flattery.·
Nor is the·' f' god.'' worshipped ·by
millions today mu~~ less o~ a
devil.
·
·
Actually, eve~y ob~tacl~ 1~ a
te~~ of ·ritii ~o~ers.
Eve~y s~efui6~
evil is a· distorted image· of an op..:
portunity. The distortion, remem ..
bet,. lies a]w~ys in·~ah~s-mind.
Otir devils are profections o'f our
·raul.ty ·reasoning. ·

Beca~se thiri~ing ·i~ work, it
seems easier to pretend. there's no
·use trying'; inasmuch as. some· powerful devil ~ill surely.th~art all
o:ur end~avors to overcome"the.difficul t.y. ·Medicine didn't amou.nt to
much while men were per$uade·d illn~ss - was caused by'witches ~r by
evil spirits.
Psychiatry djdn'.t
come into being u~til there we~e
human intellects bra~e enoug~ ~e

-13-
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At the outset, it is always apparently easier to go on belie~ing a
lie confirmed by tradition than it is
to th in~ out a new truth which destroys .the lie. To t.hink is to
break tJ.P a lot of comfortable habits •. We dodge it when we ean, and
no d~dge is e~mmoner than that of
inventing a .devil.
Small wonder that beginners at
thinking conjure up ·big and little
devils to accou.nt for their trou·b1 es! Even :when we know better, it·' s
easy -to slip into this errQr.. Yet
where is one new thi~g, 4ne improvement o.ver former me-thod.s •.one
real step forward in human progress
which cannot.,he traced to s-ome man's
brave facing of a devil -0£ ~pposi
tion? The discovery of th.e remedy
begin~ with more ~ccurate analyeis
of the dise~se, wit~ the substitution of right u$e of our intellec-tua l powers for lazy, superficial
acceptante of outward appearances~
It is not in our de~ils, but in
ourselves, that we are underlings.
Big or little, devils have just one
power, and that is beneficent. They
ma~e us think, and an~lyze. and.seek
a way out •.
Until the next lesson, then, summon a little courage, and pic·J< out
one of you-r devils. Not too big, at
-14-
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first. Despi$e not the day of small
devils. Remember, ••Sufficient unto
the day is the evil thereof.••
Then examine your devil. Subject
the appearance of evil and adversity to careful analysis. Do this,
and you will find behind every one
of your devils an opportunity which
will lead you farther al~ng the Way
of Liberation.

-~. 5 ..
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LESSON FIVE
SOMETHING WHICH needs repeating
again and again is. that in spite of
all figures of speech about ''scaling
the heights,'' or ••seeking higher
things,'' the Way of Discovery traversed by occultists leads nowhere
but within.
Some readers of ttis l~s$~n may
know a pra~tice c~ll~d ··rising in
the planes.'' One sits in a chair.
He imagines he has
body of light.
Having formulated his image of .this
body, he end~avors t~ send it
straight upward, by an intepse act
of will. When he attains proficiency
in this, he finds himself on anoth.er
plane of exist~nce.
This result is not a mere reaction
to suggestion. It is by no means
wholly a subjective experience.
The experimenter visits what can
be described in no other way than ~s
definite localities~ They hue their
own characteristic features. They
have scenery, including veg~tation,
rivers~ trees, mo~ntains, plains,
buildings, and the like.
Their
inhabitants include human beings,
ani~al~ like those we know, and other creatures, both animal and human-1-
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like, different from anything on
earth.
Repeated experiments make it clear
that these 11 localities 1 • may be revisited again and again. Conditions
there are different from those we
know here; but, in their way, they
are stable as those of the physical
plane.
.
.
This is the field of existence as•
s oci ated with the ninth Seph.i r.ah,
110~, Yesod.
This Sephirah is named
Yesod, Foundation, because the inner
plan~ corresponding to it is the aci-u·aJ basis of d l physical manifestation. It is the astral plane of
modern theosophy, the.Sheol of the
Hebrews, the Hades of the Greeks,
which we call the ''hereafter.''· It
is the ''spirit world'' whence come
all mediumistic manifestations,
good, bad, and indiferent. Finally,
it is the natural habitat of the
Vital Soul.
This world of the living dead·-and
of· others besides them--is not some..where else. It is right here. We
are living in it now, just as truly
as we shall be after we discard
these physical bodies. We hav•
lived in it ~uring many periods of
discarnate life. We have· emerged
from it into incarnation, again and
again. We are in it~ and of it, this very moment, and always.
-2-
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Thus the experiment of ''rising in
the plan~s·' owes its name ·to an
illusion.
So does what is called
''astral projection.••
To travel
consciously in the ast~al plane,
there is no need for detaching youi
astral vehicle from your physical
body.
In physical space and time, such
detachment is possible, but it is
most dangerous. Physical time and
space 1 however, have nothing to do
with the ''other world;'' and even
for such astral ''journeys'' as
apparently travelling from Califor·.
nia to some distant place, say, New
York, and bringing back a correct
report of conditions in the locality
visited, there is no need for an actual detachment of the higher bodies
from the physic~! vehicle.
Wh~t
really occurs is that the center of
consciousness is shifted from awareness of the pbysical plane to
~wareness of the Vital Soul.
The Vital Soul is the collective
subconsciousness of the whole human
race, Every human being is a center
of this collective activity.
To
percei-ve what is happening at a distance, one need not ~ravel at all.
One simply tunes in on the wavelength, so to say, ~£ some person.
or perhaps of several persons, living in the locality ''visited,''

-3-
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Seldom, if ever, does the experimenter have any sensation of looking
at a scene, or hearing sounds,
through the eys or ears of another.
Indeed, this contact with others is
by no means indispensable. One may
''visit'' an uninhabited desert, and
b~th see and hear, even though no
human soul be present~ For the
Vital Soul includes the latent.life
of the mineral kingdom, and though
stones have n9 organs of sensation,
they do receive and respond to the
impact of vibrations. Our human
equipment transforms these vibrations into sights·and sounds.

The Vital Soul makes us omnipresent ~verywhere on earth.
It may
have even a wider range., including
the whole solar system. for though
there is little in the way of positive teaching, enough hints.ha~e
been given to lead to the belief
that the more advanced members .of
the Inner School have first-hand
knowledge of conditions on planets
other than earth.
Our bodies occupy a limited field
of physical space. We are more than
our bo~ies~ and th~ ·~more'" is
everywhere oh this planet; We do
not '~go'' anywhere when we have
this experience of journeying. We
do not ''go" anywhere when we die.
It is all right here.
-4-
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The Teachers from whom this in•
struction comes ~re themsel~es men
and women who are fully conscious of
both astral and physical planes.
They a~e not discarnate •ntities.
Some discarnate entit'ies are engaged
in teaching, and sometimes they give
out excellent instruction, when they
find a suitable conscious medium of
high type. The B. O. T. A.
inst.ruction, however, is all :from
inciirnate huuian beings. Of these,
so~e are fully awake on the physical
and astral planes only. Others,
fewer in number. are fully awake on
the spiritual plane crirresponding io
Tiphareth; and the Inner School
includes yet others, who have conscious access to still higher planes
corresponding to the Sephiroth
above Tiphareth.
iust as some of us ha~e est~bli~h
ed conscious contact with Teachers
awake on both astral and physical
planes, so the best of those Teachers enjoy full, continuous consc,ousness on all thr~e planes.
Every one of th~~ is a man or a
woman living in a physical body, on
this planet. We are careful'to make
this clear~ in order that you may
understand that no part of the curritulum even when it goes beyond
the personal knowledge of those who
are charged with. writing it down for
-5-
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you, emanates from a discarnate entity. Our Teachers do not pretend to be
infallible: They know a great deal
more than we. They have solved most
of the problems which puzzle a~d
dismay the average humafl being.
They have found the angels hidden
behind the masks of most of the devils we fear. Yet Chey eonfess to
having problems of their own. Furthermore, they have theories~ as yet
not fully verified, just as do our
exoteric scienti~ts~
On matters of theory, therefore,
there are some differences of opinion, even among members of the Inner
School, though _all agree on mattet'S
of' knowledge. ·Some theories held so
recently as about a hundred years
ago, or a little more, have been exploded by research.
Hence it ia unwise to place too
much reliance on the doctrines of
ancient writers. if they be theoretical or abstract. The true spirit
of science has no finer representatives than the Teachers of the Inner
School. They .insist that all genuine knowledg~ may be ~erified, and
that the experiments leading to veri 6cat ion may always be rep~ated
under suitable conditions.
One indispensable condition is
competence on the part of the re-':)
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searcher. Not every person is qualified to verify some kinds ~f knowledge. Who, for example, among the
readers of this page, is competent
to measure the spee_d of light, to
perform a subtle chemical analysis,
or even to make the ~alculations
necessary to buildbridge? Most
of ti~ live by f~ith~ even as t~
physical things, and it is no dispYoof of the validity of occult
do~trines that few persons are able
to_ comprehend thein fully.
Yet our faith need not, and must
not, be blind. Nothing really true
runs counter to reason. It may go
beyond our work-a-day logic. Fortunately, the means for verifying
the more importarit ~octrines of Age~
less Wisd-0m are within our reach,
long before we have arrived at
adeptship, let alone mastery. We
all may follow th• Inward Way, and
when we have gained some experience
at this, we shall solve many of the
most tormenting problems which beset
persons whose consciousness is limited to the superficial appearances
of the physical plane.
We shall learn that no one ever
dies. We shall lea~n that the socalled ''dead'' are just as truly
alive as are we~ We shall find that
they are ~'here'' just as truly ~s
ever they were.

a
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Not fi'earth-bound.'' 1bat is a
bad term. It does seri"e' roughly to
describe the miserable state of consciousness characteristic of some
dis.carnate persons who have been almost wholly occupied with the physic~! body and its sens~tions.
Yet
the freest 'f•spirit'' is no farther
from this planet and its rates of
vibration than are the most besotted
victims of appetite. The living
dead do not leave earth for realms
somewhere else in space. Titey have
entered the 6ner planes of lffe
which are within the physical sphere
of existence.
·
Heaven and hell are here. We do
no~ go to one or the other.
Hell,
in the old orthodox sense, of
course, never existed. Yet something very like it may be seen in
the states of mind of human beings
who pile worthless millions by enslaving and cheating the poor.
Something very like it is in everr
mind that hates. Hellish indeed is
the state of •onsciousness thai
plots wars for the sake of conquest,
or for profits to be gained by making
munitions. We can begin the heaven
habit here, or we can let ourselves
slip i~to the bell habit established
d~ring a single incarnation.
The
Roman Catholic doctrine of purgatory
is a shadowy reftection, and also a
gross perversion, of t•is truth •
.. P..
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What has all this to do wi~h our
study of the:Master Pattern. A
great deal, and much of it is direct! y related to the special theme
of this lesson.
This is because
Yesod on the T~ee of Life represents
the field of discarnate life for the
greater number of human beings.
We all live in it. We enter ii
whenever our physic~! bodies sleep.
Our dreams are vague ~ecollections
of our life there. Yo·u know how
dreams have their own sense of time,
their own spatial cha~acteristics.
Some dreams ar-e mere reflections of
physical experience. Others are
partial recollections of occurrences
on the astral plane. All dreams are
shaped from astral ~·matter,'' which
changes form rapidly unde~ the influence of imagination, being actual1 y the stuff which we shape•con~
~~ciously in wakin~ fancy and in
creative imagination~
O~r discussion of the astral
plane, you see, is not purely academic. We are all affected by it.
We live in it. We get some idea of
it from our dreams. What is no~ so
well known is, that, like Du Maurier' s Peter Ibbetson, we may ''dream
true.•' One of the· methods for doing this is the basis of the experiments mentioned at the beginning of
this le~~on. Other methods are in
-9-
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use among advanced occultists, who
have gained much knowledge concerning the astral plane.
In the opinion of our Teachers,
rieither rising in the planes, not
the cultivation of psychic receptivity to astral inftuences, are desirable methods of research. There is
a better w~y. We can master the
forces, and, to some .extent, the
inhabitants, of the astral plane,
through the use of creative imaginatiop. The best preparation for this
is to gain skill in the use of imagination by applying it to the
concrete affairs of this incarnate
life. S~jll is what we need. and if
we gain. it here, we shall have little to learn about applying it at
higher, ~ore interior levels.
.
Remember, all exercise of creative
imagination produces even its·physical effects by shaping the subtle
substance of the astral plane. Artists, composers, writers, architects
and designers of all sorts~ dev~lop
skill which enables them to make
easy adjustment to the situation in
Which they find themselves after.the
death of the physical body.
They who waste their lives in
quest .of distraction or sensation,
they wb~ cannot bear to be alone
with their thoughts (perhaps because
human nature, like the rest of na-10-
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ture, abhors a v~cuum), they who
never exercise their divine power of
making mental images--these are they
who have a hard time at fir-st, when
they begin living undel" condi!:ions
where every person mus~ create l'&&.
himself, or do without. Nor will
those who have been parasites in
this world find their state in the
hereafter very enjoyable. They have
a hard time, until they learn to he
builders on their own account.
The method preferred by our Teachers is sometimes called·' 'The Knowl~dge and Conversation of the Holy
Guardian Angel.'' This angel is
really the single Ego of all humanity, mentioned in the preceding
l~sson.
Yet, for practical purposes, we may take as our basis for
experiment the old notion that to
every man and woman is appointed a
special guardian. Our knowledge
that the angel of one is also the
a~gel of all should not deter- us
from taking advantage of his presence.
What is importatit is that the
Divine Presence is already overshadowing and guiding us. Does it
matter, when you understan4 the
Angel best, that yo_u learn fi:om Him
how He is also the Guide and Guardian of all you~ brothers and sisters?
Is the value of His protection and
-11-
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direction diminished for you because
He leads them too? Of ·course not.
The Knowledge and Conversation of
the Holy Guardian Angel must ~e
practiced~
Begin by inviting the
Pre.sence. This does not real! y call
th~ Angel to y~u.
He has been with
you forever. He is with you always.
Your mental invitation ts really an
acknowledgement of His presence.
That established, the next thing to
do is to listen.
Readers who know Tarot will obserye that the number of the Key
which represents the Angel is 14.
Its digits add to 5, the number of
the Hierophant,.or revealer of mysteries. Both Keys represent your
central Ego.
Thus the angel wears the solar
disk which identifies him as Michael,
the great archangel of the sun, and
the archangel of the sixth Sephirah,
Tipha.reth. On his breast, is written
the divine name nto', specially
attributed ~o Tiph~reth.
When we invite his presence, we
are really asking to be shown his
special ope~ation.in the events of
our lives. There is no need to ask
for spec~al ''occult experiences.''
The commonplace events of daily life
will serve. No event is really commonplace. All are tinged with mystery and wonder.
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Do you doubt this? What are the
materials of gr~at literatu~e? ·Of
great sculpture and painting? Fantasy and out-of-the-,way things have.
their pl~ce. All great art, however, is but the transmutation of
the commonplace by seeing.eyes and
understanding hearts. Thus t.he·parables of Jesus are incomparably
bett~r literature, .and better religion, too, than the crY}>tic images
of the Book of Revelation.
How to invite the angel? ~n old
Rosicrucian vow tells u~.
~ will
look upon every circumstance of _my
life as a particular <iealing of God
with my soul. '
Say this, and mean
it. Then watch events, and listen ..
Sooner or later you'll hear what has
been called the Voice of th~ Silence. It will explain your problems~
It will show
the meaning
of dail L experience. After awhile,
you• 11 find· yourself. taking part· in a
dialogue. This is the ''conversation.''
Our Teachers tell us this is the
best way to prepare for coming awake
on the astral plane while our physical bodies ate asleep. The angel is
the safest and most dependable
guide. If we learn to listen to him
here, he will, in d*e time, enable
us to bring our astral e~perience
into waking consciousness.
-13 ...
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It is a dreadful thing to be imprisoned in the astral world. The
be~t way to •void it is to make our
contact with something beyond that
realm of dream, while yet we are incarnate. The simple method outlined
in these pages· will accomplish this.

-14-
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Do you doubt this? What are the
materials of great literature? ·Of
great sculpture and paint:ing? Fanta$y and out-of-the-,way things have.
their pl~ce. All great art, howe~er, is but the transmutation of
the commonplace by seeing. eyes and
understanding hearts. Thus t.he ·parables of Jesus are incomparably
bett~r literature, and better religion, too, than the cryptic images
of the Book of Revelation.
How to invite the angel? .J.n oltl
Rosicrucian vow tells
C!..J will
look upon every circumstan.ce of .my
life as a particular dealing of God
with my soul.'
Say this, and mean
it. Then watch events, and listenA
Sooner or later you'll hear what has
been called the Voice of the Silence. It will explain your prob·
lems. It will show
the meaning
of dail !.. experience. After awhile,
yoa • 11 find yoursel£ taking part in a
dialogue. This is the ''conversation. ''
Our Teachers tell us this is the
best way to prepare for coming awake
on the astral plane while our physical bodies are asleep. The angel is
the safest and most dependable
guide. If we learn to listen to him
here, he will, in due time, enable
us to bring our astral experience
into waking consciousn~ss.

us.
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It is a dreadful thing to be imprisoned in the astral world. The
best way to avoid it is to make our
contact with something beyond that
realm of dream, while yet we are incarnate. The simple method outlined
in these pages will accomplish this.
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IN LESSON 29 of our course on
TAROT FUNDAMENTALS, we have written:
"'Man fears death because he does
not know the meaning of this trans' formation.
'Dissolution is the
secret of the Great Work.'' The dissolution of form is imperative for
growth. When forms break down,
energy is released, and is utilized
for further development.
"'Stone disintegrates to form
soil, and from soil springs the
vegetable kingdom. Animals eat the
vegetables, and incorporate their
essences into a higher type of organization. Man eats both animals
and vegetables, and builds the chemical energy of their cells into his
own body.
If he learns a secret
which is available for all who have
ears to hear, and are willing to
work, man does more than this. He
liberates himself from the conditions of physical existence, and by
so doing, becomes master of the
energies which build his body.
''When he has achieved this mastery he is able to maintain his
-1-
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physical body for many years beyond
the ordinary span of human life.
Furthermore, in the full perfection
of this mastery, man is able to disintegrate his physical body at will,
and able also to reintegrate it.
For such a man, death, as the world
knows death, is at an end.''
We do not ask you to give uncritical assent to this statement. We
simply point out that it is neither
unreasonable, nor does it run counter to any known fact of science.
Science tells us all matter is condensed energy. The stuff of which
physical bodies are composed is the
Limitless Light. It is subject to
the modifications of int~lligence, as
Eliphas Levi told us, almost a hundred years ago. The only objection
which can be made is that most of us
have no first-hand knowledge of any
person who has reached the degree
of attainment which enables him to
integrate or disintegrate his body
at will.
Yet it takes very little research
to discover the existence of wellattested ac~ounts of precisely this
kind of mastery. Nor are they by
any means restricted to the accounts
which are the basis of the Christian
-2-
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religion. The quantity of evidence
is amazing. Some of it is concerned
with events of comparatively recent
occurrence.
It goes to show that
men and women now living on our
planet were living before the government of the United States was
founded--living in flesh-and-blood
bodies, remember, and by no means to
be confused with those inhabitants
of the astral plane who make themselves known through mediums.
What is more important, however,
is the fact that even before any human being is able to reach this high
grade of attainment, he must convince himself that such mastery is
reasonable and possible. Here we
approach the difficult topic of
faith.
If there is anything more
misunderstood by most persons, it
would be hard to say what it is.
The average person thinks of faith
as being uncritical acceptance of
some religious dogma--of some statement made by persons in authority.
To this idea we may concede a measure of truth. Faith certainly has
at least one of its roots in confidence in what somebody says or
writes. At bottom, this is confidence in a personality. We believe
-3-
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in the man first, and then have faith
in his words. It was the presence
of Jesus, and the impression made by
that presence which aroused the
faith he invariably credited with
his healings. "'Thy faith hath made
thee whole,'' he said, again and
again. He understood also that
faith has a personal basis. ''Be1 ieve in me,'' was often on his
1 ip s.
Now 1 faith which can make ~ body
whole 1 or lead to any other beneficent result, is rooted in desire.
~obody ever gets well unless he
really wants to he free from the
limitations of disease. Nobody ever
makes progress in any science or in
any art unless he has a strong desire to know and do. Thus the path
we are studying in this lesson is
one which leads upward and inward,
from the seventh Sephirah, seat of
the desire nature, to the place of
the Ego in the sixth Sephirah.
One might almost say there are two
kinds of· faith, one positive, the
other negative. The essence of true
faith is expectancy, and fear is
inverted faith. Deeper than this,
though some may dispute it, is the
truth that we get exactly what we
-4-
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g.t I
el,. whu t we want. Ext re me
instances make this evident.
S'

FS

You have read of cases of psychic
blindness and psychic deafness.
They occur often in war. A man goes
blind. He responds to none of the
usual tests. He sees nothing whatever.
Yet examination of his eyes
and brain shows no trace of anything
wrong with the physical apparatus of
v1s1on. As a rule, careful investigation brings to light the fact that
such cases are men who have seen so
many horrors they simply can't bear
to look at any more.
Psychic deafnes~ is similar. The
writer knew a man whose hearing
became worse and worse as years
passed. Nothing was wrong with his
ears. He lived in a house which was
the scene of daily wranglings and
disputes.
His family fought one
another like so many snarling wild
beasts. So he shut himself out from
the unwelcome sounds, and took refuge in books. Eventually he became
stone-deaf, but a divorce and a
change of environment cured him.
These in~tances illustrate a principle.
Psychic simulations of
disease, functional derangements,
and sometimes actual organic le-
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sions, have been traced ~o- the sufferer's repudiation of some aspect
·of his life. To be sick is to attract attention. Everybody, even
the shyset of us, likes to be not iced.
To be sick is to escape
responsibilities.
We all have days
when we'd like to be rid of our burdens. For adults, whether they know
it or not, to be sick is often the
expression of a subconscious desire
to die. It is a perverted faith--a
faith that by getting out of our
bodies we shall be free from responsibilities and consequences.
Often this desire is fed by a
sense of failu2e and futility. The
old-fashioned word for this was
''conviction of sin.'' Some very
fantastic doctrines in vogue among
the ''lunatic fringe'' of adherents
of New Thought owe their popularity
to the fact that they serve as mental release from the burden of sin.
The trouble is that these remedies
are worse than the disease. The irrationality of such doctrines is, in
the long run, a greater danger than
the fears they replace.
We need only read the ~ccounts of
healings performed by Jesus, in
order to see how often healing and
-6-
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forpivenes~ go together.
In the
case of the paralytic, whose illness
was very likely a conseq~ence of
syphilis, the connection is o~viocs.
In every case of true spiritual
healir.r. t~ere wust be somethinr.
akin to absolution, or the ailroent
will retur~ with greater intensity.
This is w 1•y we rerrinc~ you so often
that your personal conditions and
circumstances are of your own making. To put the blame on environment, to say the fault for misery or
failure lies with others, is to be
caught in a psychological trap. To
say, •:'I made this, and having made
it, I can make its opposite," is
essential to right understanding,
and is indispensable to the achievement of mastery such as we mentioned
at the beginning of this lesson.
Nor is this all. True as are the
words, ''I made this,'' their value
in aiding us to make better conditions is determined by what we mean
when we say ''I.'' When we begin to
see what the ''I'' really is, we are
ready to effect a permanent cure of
all our disabilities.
To he sure, in saying this we
approach a mystery. A mystery which
needs more than the logical pro-
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cesses of intellect for its full
apprehension. A mystery indicated,
rather than explained. when we say:
"The Ego, or 'I,' in every one of
us 1 is our point of personal con~act
with the universal Self.''
Yet
even mere intellectual grasp of this
truth is of some value.
For logic
leads to a conclusion which, •ore
than anything else, has forced adherents of Ageless Wisdom to adopt
various subterfuges to conceal their
real opinions from followers of
traditional orthodoxy.
When one sees that the' 'I'' he
means when he says, •'I made this,''
meaning by ''this'' whatever misery
he suffera, is identical with the
Creator, Preserver and Transformer
of the uni verse• the ''blame' ' is
shifted straightway from the suffering person to God Himself. Openly,
in some passages, and obscurely, in
many others, the Scriptures of the
great religions agree that this is
true.
A good example of open st~tement
is Isaiah's declaration that Jehovah
does everything, evil as well as
good.
Much the same thing is said
by the prophet Amos. The same idea
is behind the words: ''Cast thy bur-

-8-
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den on Jehovah, and he sh~ll sustain
th~e'' (Psalm 55:22L.
Jehovah is
responsible for the burden. Stop
trying to carry it yourself. It is
his. Let him have it.
For Qabalists, the Hebrew text of
these words has further meaning.
Their numeral value is 666, the
famous Number of the Beast, which is
also the number of a man, and has
direct connection in occult arithmetic with the Sephirah Tiphareth,
the Sphere of the Sun, at the center
of the Tree of Life •
Vet another example of the arcane
doctrine is the statement that Jesus
was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted by the devil.
Another, which has occasioned great
pain to many ~arnest Christians is
in the Lord's Prayer--''Lead us not
into temptation.''
How can a good God be author of
temptation? So protest those who
pbject to this phrase in the Lord's
Prayer. The answer is another question. How can it be otherwise?
Some of these good souls accept
the Genesis allegory, with its embodied temptation in the shape of
the serpent. They do not know that
-9-
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Nee hash, the tempter, and Mes_s iach

(Messiah), the redeemer, are Qabalistical l y identical.
But is a
teacher evil because we fail at his
examination? La·zy schoolboys often
think so, yet they are mistaken. Is
a psychologist evil because he devises tests which reveal tendencies
toward self-deception or dishonesty
in some who take them? Of course
not, though it is common for the
subjects of such tests to get very
angry with the psychologist who is
trying his best to help them. Our
rise from the mineral kingdom to
this moment has been a series of
such tests. During this age-long
evolution the only Actor has been
the one Ego, the Christos seated in
the human heart. When we realize
this, we put the burden where it
truly belongs.
We do more than this. We prepare
ourselves to understand that there
never has been a real failure. Our
worst sins have put us in situations
where the healing power can operate.
They serve to educate us. They have
their uses. The better we understand this, the less room is there
in our minds for any wish to fix
blame, to find scapegoats for con-10-
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demnation.
''S-0 there is no condemnation ~ny more for those who are
in Christ Jesus.'' Not merely that
such persons themselves are no more
under condemnation. The spirit of
condemnation has been exorcised from
their minds.
Let us recapitulate. Whatever men
call ''evil'' is as certainly the.
work of God as is what th~y are
pleased to call ''good.'' We all
kno.w that fashions in ''good'' and
''evil'' alter with the times, as
with geography. Being the work of
God, Who is both omniscient and
omnipotent, no tiniest part of the
process of manifestation (of which
all human actions are parts) can be
tinged with failure. There is no
blame to be fixed, no condemnation to
be made. What'we have mistakenly
believed to be an adversary is a
power working always for our good.
Man has no enemy but ignorance.
Thus it is written that the last
enemy to be overcome is death. To
overcome anything is to bring it
over to your side, to make an ally
of it. This was not understood by
the makers of the Versailles treaty.
The Germans were punished, as being
responsible for the first World War,
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when nationals of all countries were
in some measure responsible.
This time we must do better, but
sometimes it appears.that we have no
real awareness of the true causes of
the rise of Hitler and Mussolini to
power. Fascist totalitarianis~ survives in Argentina, Spain and Portugal. ''Communist'' totalitarianism
is represented by the Soviet and her
satellites. The present state of
affairs in the United States clearly
indicates a strong tendency toward
an American totalitarianism which,
in power, would be no less brutal
than the worst of Hitler's, or Mussolini's, or Stalin's ••purges.''
There is, moreover, another form of
authoritarian totalitarianism, one
of the ''kingdoms of this world,''
yet international in scope and influence, which would, if it could,
prohibit all such writings as these,
and, wherever possible, as the euphemism puts it, would ''liquidate''
both writers and readers.
Only blind fools will underestimate the dangers of totalitarianism,
in whatever forms it presents itself. Only blinder fools will think
of it as an unmixed ••evil,'' to be
feared, hated, suppressed and wiped
-12-
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out by force. No, this ''evil'' has
to be overcome, brought over to our
side. So long as we fear it, or are
under the impression that the way to
deal with it is to kill off everyone
who favors it, we are in error.
This is riot the place to elaborate
this particular theme. But there is
a principle involved which, when applied, will lead to a peaceful solution of the problem. The One Self
acts through totalitarians just as
truly as it does through persons who
are more or less inspired by the
ideals of the Founders of the United
States. When somebody begins to ask
what makes totalitarians, and begins
to study the deeper drives behind
all such political movements, then
we may expect to find in those very
drives just what is needed to make
our long-cherished dream of democracy come true ..
As for death, we need first of all
to see how useful it is. Our lives
are founded on the passing away of
outworn forms, to make room for better ones. This is no idealistic
philosophizing. Hard-headed business men recognize and use this
principle. Here is a quota~ion from
a booklet issued by the Goodyear
-13-
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B.ubber Company. to help its rren who
are correspondents iwprove tleir
letters.
''To evolve you must eliminate; to
develop you must discarJ. This is
unfailing law. Nature is constantly
eraaicacing remnants in order that
s~e may weave new fabrics unhindered. Sl.e purges to progress. And
~an is ever a~andonin~ the useless
olJ anc! adopting the useful new. He
rejects in order to revise and
ref orr.·. • •
&ere is tbe secret of overcoming
i'eath, in a r-ara~raph from a l1ook on
t•~siness letters.
The hoo~< roes on
to s 1 ow t~at ~uch of the phrasing of
letters is mere senseless repetition
of forms goinP ~ack to clays when
pens were goose-quills. ~abit and
custo~ tend to perpetuate useless
forrcs. i-labit and custom have to be
counteracted by a considerable
expenrliture of effort.
So i t i s wi t Ii us • We mu st ri d
CJt.1rselves of the foolist, notion t~at
chan~e is to be resisted, the silly
iuea that for eternity everyt'·•ing
•ust ~e as it is now. This nonsense
is responsible for our fear of death
ancl for our refusal to look this
greatest of our proble~s in the
-14-
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face. Like every other problem, it
is an opportunity. Like every other
veiled opportunity, it puzzles us
because we are ignorant. It frightens us, and we refuse to give it
careful consideration. When we
study it, we understand it, and our
fear vanishes.
One of the worst mistakes we make
is that of thinking of death as being something ahead of us. We hope
to postpone it. We dread it, because we think it is outside the
range of our daily experience. It
never occurs to most of us that
death has been part of that daily
experjence, from the moment we drew
our first breath. Death is an in•
eradicable part of the m¥stery of
life. It is not even the Great Adventure.
On the contrary, it is a
daily commonplace, so familiar, so
much a part of us, that we never
have identified it.
Among va~ious computations of the
number of cells in the human body,
no two agree; but there is full
agreement as to the fact that about
one-third of them perish daily in
order that we may carry on the day's
work and play. During the night,
while we sleep, their places are
-15-
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filled by a_new army, ready to die
tomorrow. Yet many of us hang on so
hard to our beloved status quo that
we do not eliminate the useless
corpses of yesterday's generation of
cells. Little by little, we turn
our bodies into cemeteries. Instead
of letting the dead cells goe, we
hold fast to them, and pack them
away in our joints, to produce the
painful symptoms of arthritis; store
them in our eyes to harden the eyeballs and dim the sight; embalm them
in the linings of our arteries,
which should be more elastic than
virgin rubber, to set up the conditions necessary for weakening these
channels of the life-stream.
Behind this is a mental condition.
It is the desire to keep ourselves,
today, just what we were yesterday.
It is the desire, incidentally,
which made World War II inevitable.
It is the desire which expressed itself in the military policy of Bismarck and Prussia, in the building
of the useless Maginot Line, in the
folly of American isolationism. For
nations, as for men and women, it is
fatal.
This nonsense takes all manner of
ridiculous forms. We need to real-16-
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ize that they are ridiculous, and
laugh hard at them. When we know
what death is, we cannot fear it,
and it becomes our ally. The very
processes in our bodies which bring
them to untimely graves are those
which, in the bodies of the unusual
persons mentioned at the beginning
of this lesson, bring about their
extraordinary longevity.
It is not that the death process
is nullified, ~r counteracted by
something else. On the contrary, it
is that what has negative and degenerative manifestations in physical
disease and death is what members of
the better informed minority use
positively to bring about physical
regeneration.
Tv accomplish this, we must change
our desires. Instead of wishing to
keep ourselves and our circumstances
unchanged, we must welcome change.
We must desire perpetual and progressive transformation, instead of
wishing to embalm ourselves in some
set form of existence which we believe to be good.
Observation will enable us to
become so familiar with the fact of
c 'dying daily'' that all fear of
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what so evidently works for our
good will be banished.
Then ~e
shall see clearly what Tarot Key 13
declares by its strange symbolism.
It is this.
What men call death is

the framework of all existence, is
what makes possible all mutations of
human activity.
Miracles are effected by this
change in our outlook. Old men and wom~n have renewed themselves, without
any nonsense of transplanted goat or
monkey glands.
Yet this is a great secret, carefully preserved by those who know
it. We have not revealed the secret. What we have done is to show
you how to discover the secret for
yourself.
When you do, you will
keep it close. Not because you will
be a miser of knowledge, for those
who know are anything but that. A
better reason counsels extreme circumspection as to the revelation of
the mystery.
The secret involves
something which would be dangerous
in the hands of the unprepared.
Let us be even more explicit. At
this very moment there is available
enough specific knowledge to enable
any person, no matter what sort of
fool or tyrant he might be, to main-
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tain his physical existence many
decades beyond the present average.
Knowledge which might be used, as
most of us employ knowledge of electricity, without any real understanding of the principles behind
it. To give such knowledge to the
world would be to perpetuate this
generation of mankind. Who dares to
be responsible for prolonging unduly
the lives of so many moral idiots,
so many greedy money-grubbers, so
many dictators, so many blindly ambitious men and women? Be very sure
that they who have this knowledge
will guard it securely.
Our part is to help you put yourself in a position to receive it.
The first step is to do some thinking
of your own. Think about what makes
bodies die. Think about what makes
them live. Give special thought to
how they get here. This lesson is
full of plain hints. Take t.hem •
. Begin to examine your desires.
Get rid of the desire to ''stay
put,'' whatever forms it may take.
Substitute the desire to make yourself more and more useful to the One
Life, Soon you will rid yourself of
fear. Turn over every detail of
youi personal existence to guidance
-19-
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from the One Eso of the human race.
Dedicate yourself daily. to living
that day as a ''Hand of God.''
Do this, and you will learn, from
within, the secret of mental and
physical regeneration. He who hath
ears to hear, let him hear.

-20-
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ters of Working Builders uf t/;e ikiy<,
turn, there are no ,-,' ,:, _,,:;;l y, ,-;,::r;t:;;.-

tions of Ageless Wisdom beyond the
grad~ corresponding tc ~~p}
~th:

Ego's contact w:1 th

pls~;:c:sl abcv~.

w1thtn, 'Chat of th@ EGO'S

ruid

~preclfic

field of ope;atior" The .e·~p~d~nce
is progressive, just as is the as~
pirant's progress, stage by stage;
from lower levels up to Tipha~etho
It is, moreo·1?er, quite objective.
By this we mean that the phenomena
of the higher lei!els above and with
lo the plane corresponding to the
s-ixth St!>phirah have what may be
··1-0
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called independent existence. There
may be a subjective element in our
awareness of them, just as our per·~
sonal reaction to a sunset may be
different from that of another person.. Yet the same sunset is the
objective phenomenon producing both
reactions.
In the te~minology of the Western
School, Tiphareth and the two Sephiroth above it, Geburah and Chesed
(Strength and Mercy), belong to
three grades of adeptship. They who
have attaine9 to full consciousness
of the EGO are called Lesser Adepts,
They who have experienced the inner
initiation which gives.them full
assurance of the reality represented
by the fifth Sephirah are known as
Greater Adepts. To the persons who
"have gone through the initiation
corresponding th Chesed, the term
Exempt Adept is applied.: These are
ancient titles, yet they are adequately descriptive.
f!. Lesser Adept is one whose chief
u2~
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conce.rn is with management of vari~
ous forces co..rresponding to the
paths below Tiphareth:J He is occu~
pied with the regclation of desire,
with direction of subconsciousness,
with control of the physical body
and its environment. His work is to
establish in his consciousness con~
tinuous, unwavering submission to
the true· EGO .. It is the practice of
the Presence of God, applied to the
minutest details of daily life, ·
Remember, the doctrine of the
Western School·is that there is only
one EGO for all humanity.· This EGO
is the King, the archetypal Adam,
the· Messiah, the Christ,· In Hindu~
ism it is personified as Krishna, who
says: •a1 am the Ego seated in the
hearts of men. ' • This is the single
c•I AM'' of all persons, represented
by the Savior gods of all religions.
The Egyptians named it Khoor, and
spelt the name with two hieroglyphs
corresponding to English K and R,
Egyptian tradi.tion held that Khoor
0
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was the ''Son'' of the Egyptian Holy
Family •. Moreover, Khoor, or Horus,
as the Greeks called him, was said
to have been conceived by Isis after
the death of his father, Osiris.
Thus Horus was believed by the
Egyptians to be ''conceived by the
Holy Ghost, '• and born of a virgin
mother.
The central figure in the legend
of Freemasonry, Hiram Abin, was
named Khurwn in Hebrew, and there is
good reason for thinking he repre~
sents the same Khoor who was venerated b:c ·the Egyptians
For the name
Khurum is a merging of two Hebrew
nounso: The. first. Khoor; means 04 to
be splendid, to be dazzling white,
to shine, to be noble, • ' The second
is Ram, a very ancient word, derived
from Sanskrit, signifying ·,•to be
high.:•' Thus Khurum (Hiram) means
••the noble splendor on, high,'' and
this is a designation for the sungod Horus. According to the Bible
story about Hiram Abiff, his mother
o
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was, like Isi~. a widow, of the
tribe of Naphtali, which tribe corresponds to the zodiacal sign Virgo,
the Virgin. Thus, like the mothers
of Krishna and Horus, Khurum's mother is associated with the idea of
virginity.·
In Christian symbolism, Christ is
often represented by the monogtam
Chi-Rho, which combines two Greek
letters representing the sounds
which, in Eg~ptian hieroglyphs,
spell Khoor.: Thus from India, Egypt
and Greece, be.fore Christianity as
we know it was formulated, come testimonies to the existence of a single Being, the EGO seated in human
hearts 1 which is also the living,
spiritual sun, the center of gravitation for all human life, just as
the physical sun is the center of
gravitation for the various bodies
composing our solar system,
St. Augustihe~ .and other early
Christians who had b~en admitted to
Egyptian and Grecian mysteries, knew
~s-

•
this.: Among other things. St- Aug<ust ine must have had this in mind
when he declar~d the true religion
has always existed from the founda~
tion of the world, and only began to
be called '~Christian'' after the
time of Jesus,
The Western School says the same
All its members are Christians. In
this, the Western School is distinct
from the TransQHimalayan Brotherhood
which has done so much to awaken the
world to occult truth,
The Western School holds that,
just as the Wright Brothers were the
first to fly a machine heavier than
air, 0r as Edison was the first to
perfect the incandescent lamp, so
was(Jesus of Nazareth the first to
arrive at perfect identification of
his personal consciousness with the
central EGO of humanity, and at the
realization of the perfect union of
that <'entral EGO with the ONE SELF
of the universe:]
This is simply a matter of giving
~6-
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credit where credit is ctue,· Fur~
thermore, the occult doctrin~ of the
Western School is that Jesus of
Nazareth, the human personality,· was
the last of a series of avatars, or
incarnations of a high human soul.
This soul was the core of the perQ
sonality which appeared in other
periods· of· history as Melchizedek,
as Krishna, as Horus, and later,as
Hermes· Trismegistus •.
Myths were woven round these per~
sonalities, but they were also real
men, who were successive incarna~
t ions of a single soul.: In its
earlier incarnations, this soul
attained an increasing awareness of
the true nature
of the ONE EGO.: Its
.
.
final, perfect identification with
that EGO was made in the life of
Jesus Christ,
If this be understood, it will be
easy to reconcile the identification
of Jesus with the Logos, or WORD.
This is the outstanding character··
istic of the· Gospel according to SL
Q7"
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John, Misunderstanding of this Gos ..
pel, and mistaken elevation of Jesus
to a height which makes him the
Great Exception, instead of the
Great Example, has done much harm to
the true Christian religion,
We do not ask you to accept this
doctrine of the Westen1 School.· Gur
duty, as persons enfrusted with the
disseminat.ion of this doctrine, is
to proclaire it. Give it careful
consideration. It should help you
to solve many perplexing problems
For one thing, it indicates
clearly that though Jesus was the
first to achieve complete identificag
tion with the archetypal M\N, he was
also quite aware of the limitations
of his human personaHty, · His human
life was conditioned by the place
and time, He shared the limitations
of knowledge common to the wisest
men of his periocL .I\nowing this, he
foresaw a day when, as a result of
his success, men and women through··
out the world would achieve things
I
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greater than his own wonderful ac~
complishments,
Today we have airplanes the
Wright Brothers coul~ never have·
imagined, when they flew at Kittyhawk. Our electric lamps are better
than the first one made by Edison,
with its life of eight hours. Even
so, it is possible for the ONE EGO,
working· through men and women fully
aware of their identity with it, to
effect changes in human life,· in
human society, and in human environment which could never have been
made by Jesus in his own day, and
which may never have entered his
mind as he walked the length and
breadth of Palestine on his great
mission.
On the other hand, Jesus, the
man, gained full, conscious immor~
tRlity as the result of identifying
himself with the Christf the ONE EGOo •
Thus there never has been a moment
of time since he began his ministry
when he has not been alive and at
~9~
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work, He is our Elder Brother.: He
is our Master, · V!hen we enter into a
more perfect union with tbe ONE EGO,
we enter also i:ito a more j'.}e1 ft::ct
union with the mind which was in the
Builder of Nazareth.· Through this
union with his mind we become partakers in a still higher U:'lion, his
union with the Indivisible One,
Yekhidah~ the univ.ersal SELF~ seated
in Kether. ·
This doctrine of the Western
School was veiled by the enigmas and
cryptic utter2nces of the Rosicrucians. who announced themselves to
_the world at the beginning of the
seventeenth century.· In their allegory, Fama Fraternitatis, they told.
the story of the "'founding'' of
their Order by a legendary personage. Brother C, R. His initials, C
(or K) and R, are the German eq~iv
alents for the Egy-ptisn hieroglyphs
spelling the name Khoor.· They cor
respond also to the Greek monogr.am,
0
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Consequently, the dramatic ritual
mentioned at th• beginning of this
lesson makes the person who passes
through it a $ 0 Brother C, R. •' The
same ·c. R. is termed also ••our Father,'' in various passag~s of the
first two Rosicrucian manifestoes.
In the same way, when a Freemason
takes his third degree, he is iden=
tified with Hiram Abiff, suffers with
him, dies with himg and with him is
raised to immortality,
Not ev~ry Freemason becomes a
true e'Hiram Abiff. ''
Not every
person who participates in the ritu~
·al of Lesser Adept .is truly identi=
fi ed w.i.th Brother C, · R.
Yet the
dullest Mason, after he has been
duly raised, may by study and prac~
tice attain to being· a true Hiram.·
So may the most superficial Rosicru=
. cian ·find himself interiorly united
with our Brother C. R. They who ap~
proach the cereinony of the grade of
Lesser Adept, duly and truly prepar=
ed, of ten have a great illumination
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at the point in the ritual where the
ceremonial words and actions invite
the descent, from above and within,
of the White Brilliance coming from
the innermost center, above the EGO
itself.: This center is 'the 'place'
where. Yekhidah, the cosmic SELF, has
its abode.·
The experience is· unforgettable.
Yet it cannot be put into words, It
has a profound influence on the subsequent personal history of the man
or woman to whom it comes. By this
you are not to understand that such
a ~rson is instantly transformed or
transfigured. Years may pass before
the hidden influenceoworks itself out
in complete transformation of the
external personality,
These years will be spent ir. the
work of a Lesser Adept, They will
be devoted to progressive unfold~
ment of power to manage the desire
nature, to make the intellect more
keenly oiscriminative, to bring the
forces of subconsciousness under
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direction, and to project interior
powers, thro~gh an increasingly
responsive body and its skilful
activities.
Yet there. is one outstanding dif ~
f erence between even the least of
Lesser Adepts and aspirants who have
not reached this grade,· A Lesser
Adept has arrived; and he knows it.
Years of work may be before him,
even several incarnations; but there
is a difference in his consciousness,
which distinguishes him from all who
have not reached this grade,· He is
consciously immortal
Not persuaded of irnmortalityc
Not convinced tha~ he will probably
survive the d~at~ uf his physical
body.· The difference is qualitativec
A Lesser· Adept live•s another kind of
existence. His is the daily. hourly
experience of eternal life,
Like Melchizedek, he is without
father or mother, without beginning
or end of days.· Read what is said
of ~.!elchizedek in the seventh and
~13.-
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eighth chapters of the Epistle to
the Hebrews.. Whether St, - Paul wrote
it, or Apollos, or someone else,
does notmatter, What is important
is that the great high ~riest there
mentioned is the archetypal MAN, A
Lesser Adept never forgets that his
life, however personal it may seem,
is being lived through his personality, by this archetypal Adam.: He
knows what St" Paul meant when he
wrote: ''Christ in US (the literal
meaning of Immanuel), the hope of
glory. ''
As time passes, a Lesser Adept
becomes increasingly aware that what
seems and feels like volition is
really LAW.· All true volition; thatis, he perceives as being the outworking in action of the way things
really are, instead of the way they
look,: He comes to know voliti.on as
being a cosmic tendency,
Thus, as time goes on, a Lesser
Adept feels less and less that he
has to exert any personal effort. He
-14-
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does not have to summon wilL He
knows he does nothing of hi~self.·
Yet to those round him he seems to
be a hard worker, and to have intense will-power.
Like Jesus, he is meek and lowly
of heart (Tiphareth is the Sephirah
corresponding to the heart), yet he
is able to exert extraordinary pow~
er.,: He has rest for his soulp that
is, both for the Higher Soul (Ruach)
and for the l~wer Vital Soul (Neph~
esh), because he never falls into
the error of supposing his personal,
ity to be the source of the powers
exercised through its instrumental=
ity,
When he reaches perfect awareness
of the truth that what feels like
volition is really the irresistible
force of Life9inQaction, which we
call Natural Law, he becomes a
Gr~ater Adept.· Then he has access
to 1epths of understanding for which
we have no human words, His state
nf consciousness is attained by long
0
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practice in the arr of intellectual
reversal, pictured in Tarot by the
Hanged Man._
Of this Key it has been said that
it represents an adept, bound by his
engagements.: Only his personality
is bound.: Even that is free, by
conparison to the mental and physical status of most persons, In mechanics, the word engagement
denotes the means whereby a powersource is brought into gear with the
moving parts- of a machine.: We speak
of engaging the clutch of a car.
The eng~gements of an adept are
those which make his whole personality an immediate agent of 'cosmic
law. He becomes the Incarnate Law
When he reaches this state, he is a
Greater Adept, :
Yet there is a stage beyond this,
for even a Greater Adept feels that
he has a will of his- own, though he
knows better.: This third grade 0£
adeptship is that of Exempt Adept,
We reach it through what Tarot pie~ 16-
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tures by the symbolism of Key 9, the
Hermit.
The Hermit has nothing to do.: He
is at the top.: There is. no further
height for him to scale. He symbolizes what Jesus had in mind when he
said: ••rand the Father are· in per~
f ect union. ' ' He who reaches this
high level of awareness is able to
look back, down the path whereby he
has climbed. One consequence is
that he recovers memory of his pas:
incarnations.
During the first st~ges of this
deeper remembrance, he observes the
lives of other persons, and enters
deeply and compassionately into
their experiences. Then he realizes: ••why, that is what I once
was! Once I felt what he does now
Lnce my outlook was the· same as his.
Once I was at just that level.: Once
I seemed to be restricted by the
same limitations .. Once I carried
the heavy load of personal responsi~
bility.: Once I supposed mine to be

o.
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the only true :religion., Once I was
eager to fight to maintain my beliefs,: There now go I 1 as once I
was.••
Later comes an experience we must
forbear trying to describe. You may
find hints of it in the spiritual
writings of all ages and races.
Some of the best, though overlaid hy
myth and legend, are in the stories
of the life of Gautama Buddha.· The
most definite, and the shortest, di~
rect statement of this experience is
in Jesus' words: ••Before Abraham
was, I am.-' '
Think-what rnusd have prompted the
words. Let your imagination play on
them.: Try to reproduce in your mind
the tremendous retrospect they imply.: Think what Jesus must have
remembered, to be able to say them
with that accent of quiet, assur_ed
authority: Then reflect on the_ truth
that 'a time will come when you may
say the same thing, with the same
. authority.:

~--------
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It is true of you now, but as yet
you do not know it.: .One day you ·
will know •. Then you will become
anothe-r in the company of Exempt
- Adepts, the Masters of Compassion.·
Then you will be free from every
trace of the delusion of separateness. Then you will be able to
follow, without break, the fleries of
manifestations of the One· Life, back
and back~ f~om·the person you then
seem to be, to the Eternal Reality
you were·, and are, and will be, for
evermore ..

,
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They simply clothe their higher bod~
ies with physical 4 :'matter. •' by a
process which may be described as
stepping down the vibratory rate of
their personal vehicles. For they
have complete control of the forces
which, on the physical plane, form
the· atoms and molecules of the varlous. bodies of that plane<
Understand that not all members
of the Third Order are persons whose
normal habitat is the higher spir·i tual plane. The greater number are
men and women who came ·into earthlife in the usual way, by physical
birth.
They maintain physical existence
for many years beyond the span of
ordinary human life, They do this
by controlling the forces entering
into the constitution of their physical, astral and etheric bodies.
This gives them command over their
physical metabolism. They are able
to maintain equilibrium between the
activities which tear down the body

Q2Q
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and those which repair it,: From
these ·incarnate members of the Third
Order all direct ·instruction has
been received by those now charged
with the responsibility of dissem~
inating the B. o.: T .. A. teaching.
When we say these persons have
attained to grades of the Third
Order, we mean they have made themselves perfectly receptiv~ to t h e
influences which descend from the'
three highest Sephiro~h.: As persons
they live here on the physical
plane, but their consciousness is
centered in Tiphareth, the sixth
Sephirah, seat of the ONE EGO.·
Every one of them is· an Exempt
Adept. The greater part of their
•ork is done at the E~~ic level,
whence they exert control over· all
activities below that level. ·At the
same time they progress from stage
to stage of receptivity to influences
descending from above and withino
The channels of these influences cor
respond to the paths of Cheth and
0
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Zain on the left side of the tree~
to the paths of Vav and Heh on the
right side. and to the path of Gimel
in the Middle Pillar.
The path of t"heth is not open to
an aspirant who has not attained- the
grade of Exempt Adept. Great as are
the powers of those who have arrived
at the level of consciousness repres·ented by the fifth sphere, they
cannot enter-into the consciousness
of ·a Master of the Temple until theyhave become truly exempt from the
delusions of personal volition and
personal action,. Only those who
have arrived at full recognition· of
?ersonality as being an instrument
for the universal SELF are able to
receive the influence which comes
down from Binah through the ·eight
eenth path.
Let it be understood that when
one ••passest• from Geburah to Binah
he does not really climb upward and
backward through the path of Cheth.
What. pccurs is that he makes, and
0
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keeps, an adjustment of consciousness, which permits him to receive
the full impact of the influx from
the Divine Soul. Neshamah, as that
influx pours downward and outward
from Bi nab,
For the reception, the Exempt
Adept puts himself in a mental state
corresponding to the fifth Sephirah,
just as one might tune a radio-to
the wave-length of a certain station .. Just as the receiving set is
filled with, and gives off, the sounds
originating in the broadcasting station, so the mind of a Greater Adept
is filled with, and expresses, the
higher intuitional consciousness of
the Divine Soul.: By this means he
is ''raised'' to the grade of Master
of the Temple, just as the mind of
one who listens to a radio overcomes
the limitations of space and time,
and becomes virtually present in the
room where the broadcast originates.
·In Tarot Key 7, the chariot symboli~es the living temple of the
-5-
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The driver (or the

broadcaster) ·is Yekhidah, the universal SELF, This SELF is the eter
nal master of the positive and
negative expressiorts of the Great
Magical Agent, or Astral Light, rep
rese,nted by the' sphinxes which draw
the car.
The field of his mastery is
speech, the power attributed to the
letter Cheth and the eighteenth
path.: In occui tism, · ''speech''
means all verbal expressions of
thought, as well as audible, articuA
late language. ·A Master of the TemA
ple is one who knows the secrets of
magical speech.· He uses i 4 Words''
as building .. stones. He knows the
vibratory values of various combina
tions of sounds, and the ideas
corresponding to those sounds.· By
his· direction of the subtle forces
of sound, combined with thought, he
builds himself a body which resists
every hostile force.
Such a person realizes to the
0
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ifull the mc=aning of the statement:
38
Filled w~th understanding of its
perfect law, .l am guided, moment by
moment, along the path of libera..
tion.:• • Within him he feels the
irresistible u~g~ cf the Primal
Will, which the ignorant mistake for
something· of their own.: (He makes· no
plans, but follows the Great Plan,
step by step, as it is unfolded to
hi~ He is never anxious": He has
little curiosity concerning the
future.: He sees the immediate, and
sometimes the distant, future as a
present reality.:
Having established his link with
Binah, through the eighteenth path,
he then proceeds to perfect himself
as' Master of the Temple by the open°
ing of the channel represented by
the seventeenth path of Zain and by
·Key 6.: Again, there. is no actual
upward journey through the seventeenth path. What occurs is a per
f ect reception, at the level of the
EGO, of the intuitional conscious-.
o7o
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ness of Neshamah; and th~· consequence of this reception is ability
to apply that power from above to·
various centers below the Egoic level.: Just as a p~rson who has put
himself mentally at the level of
every mathematical procedure, from
arithmetic to calculus, will descend
to the level of algebra when he has
one type of problem to ·solve, but
will attack another from the level
of geometry, so.he who has attained
to the grade of Exempt Adept is abie
to place himself, for various pur~
poses, in any of the lower grades.·
.If, for example, he has something
to do that demands the exercise of
physical dexterity, he centers his
consciousness deliberately in Guph,
the physical body.: If the work in
which he is engaged be ~oncerned
with the forces· of the astral plane,
he moves his center of consciousness
to the level of the Vital Soul, in
the ninth Sephirah.: If he has to
deal with an-intellectual problem,
"8-
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he shifts the focus of consciousness
to the field represented by the
eighth Sephi.rah, - If the activity of
the moment be concerned with the
desire nature. he centers his consciousness in I:!et~~~ch.:
In this, an adept of any grade
differs from persons whose attainment
is limited to the giades of the
First Order.: Like the mathematician
just mentioned, he can be active at
any point below the g-rade he has
reached.: Nothing is commoner, or
more mistaken, than the notion that
one who has attained to the higher
grades has no concern with the lower
ones, He is not restricted to the
lower ones. Yet the greatest of
Adepts, when doing something requiring the use of his: physical body, or
concerned with his physical env_i,ron°
ment, lets his consciousness become
perfectly centered at the level of
the physical plane. His procedure
-is the same with other fields of perw
sonal activity.:
-9-
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of the Temple .h more
than control of the physical body.
It is· control of every vehicle of
the SELF, from the innermost to the
oute~most.
From the causal body,
down to the physical envi~onment, a
Master of the Temple is able to
determine what forms the Life-power.
shall· take, as it flows through hirn
into outward expression.
Except in rare instances, nothing
he does leads to his being regarded
as a wonder-worker. Yet, because he
makes ·himself perfectly receptive to
the pow~'.i:· of the abstract mind which
dwells in Binah--the power of the
Divine Soul. NeshamahG~he succeeds
·in whatever he undertakes.·
By' identity of number, Neshamah
( i10TO l') corresponds to Ha Shamaim
(oimfn). the Hebrew noun translated
• •the~- heavens. • • Thus, when the
Psalm'lst wrote. ''The heavens declare·· the glory of God, • • his ini ti-afed readers understood the
deeper meaning to be, ''Neshamah,
-10Ma~!!:ery
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"the Divine Soul, is the manifesting
power which utters, or makes evident, the hidden power of the Cosmic
Reality,'' The •'heavens'' represent the archetypal plane of causes;
A Master ·of the Temple has ·so completely identified his life with this
causal plane that he knows himself
to be, at all times, a channel for
the power which controls and deter~
mines the forms of all things.
All forces known to science are
perceived by him as flowing outward
into the field of manifestationv
through his personality. Every law
recognized by science ·is seen by him
to be a law of his own being. Bes ides thisi he is aware of forces
and laws which are, as yet, unknown
to exoteric science, and knows they
work through him.
In this he is different from persons whose consciousness is limited
to lower levels. Even beginners may
believe themselves to be channels
for higher forces. Their belief is
PUP
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correct, though some ~'higher for~
ces'' believed in by occult students
do not actually exist, and are mere
products of human fancy.· Yet, in
the main, these beliefs are based on
fact;. A Master of the Temple does
·not believe.: Ile knows. His powers
express his knowledge.
He knows human personality to be
a medium .for the transmission of
high.potentials of the Life-power,
working at supercons~ious levels.
Through human personality, these
high-potentials are brought to bear
upon ·a i~eld of lower potentiality,
below the level of human self·
consciousness.
A Master of the Temple always
maintains his awareness of relationship~ to that which is above.
He
never: loses his knowledge of innate.
abil-ity to control what is below.
No q>pearance ever frightens him.
He never thinks of hims~lf as performing any action by exerci:se of
pers:onal power . . Neither does he
-12-
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feel himself to be personally rea
sponsible for any result, He is a
witness of the mighty
work~ of the
,
.
O'N'E IDENTITY, and, as he observes
the phenomena of his world, he sees
everything working toward the ~ani~
festation of the inevitable freedom
whlch is the necessary consequence
of the unrestricted outpouring of
the Limitless Light.,·
A Master of the Temple knows that
the innermost core of human personQ
ality is identical with the Silent
Watcher on the heights of being.
This Watcher is the Indivisible ONE,
the SELF, Yekhidah •. ·A Master of the
Temple perceives • as does the SiQ
lent Watcher, that a11· activity is a
series of transformations of the en~
ergy of the ONE·LIFE, manifesting at
various. levels of subcon·sciousness,
self-consci~usness and superconsciousness. A Master of the Temple
knows that the ONE SELF moves not,
nor ent~rs into any action, but remains forever the Eternal Witness of
-13-
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the correlated activities of its own
power.
A MRster of the Temple· percei~es
the necessity for, and the beneficence of. the continual transforma·~
tion of physical vehicles •. He sees
tha~ in the world of form, this
pri~ciple of endless change brings
about the appearance of death. He
does more than see. He has grasped
the·affirmative factor in the phenomenon of death •. As the old Rosicrucian text puts·it, he has ''borrowed
strength from· the eagle,'' by using
for brain stimulation nerve currents
which in ordinary human beings have
no other outlet than the sex-function.. Thus a Master of the Temple
is d.elivered from the •'body of this
death,•• and lives ·in joyous· freedom
frQm the limitations of time and
space which restrict the liberty of ·
most persons.:.
Recognizing his identity with the
Indivisible ONE, a Master of the
Temple shares with that ONE its pow-14-
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ers as the Intelligence which makes-.
frames and composes the world.: He
has taken the full measure of his
humanity, and of its relation to the
universal Life-power, He sees him·self as he really iso
In this
unwavering vision of truth there is·
no place for any faulty adjustment,
whether of his personal vehicles, or
of that larger vehicle of life, his
environment.
By perfect receptivity to th~
influence flowing down from Binah to
Tiphareth through the path of Zain;
a Master of t~e Temple is able to
act, at the Egoic level, as an agent
for the creative powers the Bible
calls the Elohim (O,i!7N)o His ac~
tion is really their action, and
thus he may, and does, work true
miracles whenever need ar ises·o For·
he is a living temple of the ·I.ord of
tife and Destiny.·

-15-
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The Rosicrucian grade corresponding to the second Sephirah, Chokmah,
is that of Magus or Magician.
In
the more recondite relationships of
Qabalah there is a sense in which
both the letter Beth and the Magi~
clan in Tarot correspond to Chokmaho
A magician is a wise man. Furthermore, the Tarot Key so named
typifies something which stands between a power above it and a power
below •. just as Chokmah stands between Kether and Binah. Finally,
the number of Chokmah is 2, and this
is the value of the letter Beth.
Yet these linkings of meaning and
attribution do not change the fact
that the path of Beth is. distinct
from the grade of Magus in Chokmah. ~
To avoid confusion here, just remember that though the Master Pattern
shows us thirty-two aspects of Reality, every one of the thirty-two is
some phase of the ONE THING.
-1-
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A Magus has overcome the influence
of all pairs of opposites, He has
perfectly equilibrated the powers of
the lower grades, and is himself
perfectly balanced between the first
grade and the third. He is Wisdom
incarnate.
In the grade -of ~raster t>f the
Temple, the work-~of th~ .adept' has to
do with controLef the--force·,Hindus
call Prana. This control is exerted
on the form side of life, even
though its range extends to vehicles
of the Life-power. which are jmperceptible to man's phys iclJl.1 senses.
In the grade of Magus, the adept has
achieved ident ificat ;.,ifr w'ith 'LIFE
<~;! ... -··~~·
itself.
F·or Chokrr-a~11~. as you have learned,
is the s~at
~·; n; Cha.iah, the vital princ.iple resident in all forms

ot

throughout the universe.
In its
-··
physical manifestation, this principle is identical with the radiant
energy streaming from suns.
The consciousness of a Magus is
~2~
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one with this life-force, and is
perfectly attuned to the order of
its operation. A Magus ,never con°
sults a horoscope, yet he lives a
life perfectly adjusted to the ebb
and flow of the tides of cosmic
influence.
To describe' such a degree of
advancement.in words built up from
physical experience is manifestly
impossible. Ours, therefore. is no
more than a report of received
instruction.
Eliphas Levi wrote:
''Magic is
the divinity of man achieved in.- un~
ion with faith; the true l\.lagi are
MennGods, in virtue of their intimate union with the divine princi.
ple. They are men without fears and
witho_ut desires, dominated by no
falsehood, sharing no error. loving
without illusion, suffering without
impatience, reposing in the quietude
of eternal thought, A Magus cannot
be .fgnorant, for magic implies su,,
periority, n.estership, majority, and
0
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majority signifies emancipation by
knowledge.. The Han~God has neither
rights nor duties; h~ has science,
will, and power
He is inore than
free, he is master; he does not command, he creates; he does not obey,
because noLody can possibly command
hire. What others term duty, he
names his good pleasure; he does
good because he wishes to, and never
wills anything else; he co-operates
freely in everything that forwards
the cause of justice, and for him·
sacrifice is a luxury of the moral
life and the magnificence of the
heart, He is implacable toward evil
because he is without a trace of
{1
hatred for the wicked. He regards
reparatqry chastisement as a benefit, and does not comprehend the
o

•
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meaning of vengeance. ' ·
Such a pe:rson is truly • 'rrore

P'Or<' than
:=.>.

~

v<igue conception 0£ such

character,

\'et we miss the point

altogether if we suppose this to he
-4-·
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an ideal picture of what man may
some day become·, On the ~ontrary.
it is a bare outline of what the
real MAN in ~very human being is~
has been forever, and will forev~r
be. This inner principle of human~
i ty is the true ~lagus, H~ives
-now in you and me,
Two paths lead upward to 'this
grade, The Exempt Adept d<?es.not
cUmb them,· He simply opens him~
self to the -infthence descending
through them as we explained in the
preceding lesson._ An Exempt Adept
who has become a Master of the Tero~
ple has perfected the organization ·
of every vehicle of consci~usnes~.
Thus nothing can obstruct his communication with the Orie Teacher.
A Magus ••reposes in the quietude of eternal thought'' because
he shares in the special Intelligenc~ (Triumphant and Et~rnal)
which is attributed to the letter
Vav, and to the sixteenth Path of
Wisdom.: He reposes, because all
-.:>g
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sense of personal action is completely extinguished,· His words and
works are magical, because they are
the word~ and works of the Lord of
the Universe.
The Hebrew for ''Triumphant'' is
· ,ms'.J, Netzachiy. This adjective is

derived from the noun n~J. Netzach,
~
Victory, ·the r.,ame of the seventh
Sephirah. ·On' the Master Patte.rn;·:.,.·:
Netz.:ich is the base «:>L the Pillar of
Mercy, consisting of the-Sephiroth
Netzach, Oie·se,~··· a'f1d C!-iokmah, in ascending ordeiT.- ~t the Hierophant
of Tarot represents is a mode of
consciousness which invariably results in triumph or victory, because
it proviqes those who open their
interior hearing to .. the Voice of the
Master an ,absolute certitude; based
on eternal principles, in dealing
with every problem of human experience.: The practical counsel here ·ls
simple.· Its results are truly miraculous.: Many fail to follow it.
They waste their time in vain en'·

·•

~>-···,
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deavoirs to find some method of

at~

tainment more in accord with their
foolish notions of how the Great
Work ought to be done,
The counsel is familiar. It is
simply this: ••Be still, and know.''
An Exempt Adept is a person who has
succeeded in doing this, just
this,
,.
and nothing else, He has tearned to
make his physical body perfectly
st ill.• He has st ille,d the raging
turmoil of his emotions .. He has
established perfect quiet in his
conscious mind,
Not a ripple of
thought disturbs the surface.of the
mind-stuff. He has silenced forever
all talse claims of ••me" and
•'mine'' which disturb the serenity
of sufferers from the •'I-disease. ''
In this p~rfect silence, he hears
the VOICE which brought the worlds
out of the No-Thing into physical
manifestation.· The supreme revela~
tion of that VOICE is: ••son, what
I aM, thou art,''
After hearing comes vislon,. 111is
70
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is the Sight which Qabalists at~
tribute to the fifteenth Path of Wis=
dam, and to the letter Heh, pictured
in Tarot as the Emperor.· The .Jif ~
teenth Path is called the ''Constituting Intelligence,'' It is· the
link between the grade of Lesser
Adept and that of ~~gus, between the
EGO and the cosmic ·Life-force.
The vision characteristic of this
Path may be described as ''seeing
with the eyes of God. '' Such vision
is truly prophetic.. J~very Magus is
a seer and a prophet. Not always
does !he personal man understand the
full ~urport of his vision, Read
prophetic writings caFefully, and
you will find evidence of this. Yet
there is no lack of certitude about
the .vis ion itself>
They who see
with the eyes of God know what they
see is real.
An outstanding example is the
unanimity with which the prophets of
Israel foresaw the overthrow of the
Roman Empire by the Messiah .. Read~8-
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ers of their words misinterpreted
and materialized the vision .. Because Jesus did not meet their
expectations, because he ofiered no
encouragement to their desire for
armed resistance to Caesar, they
preferred B~rabbas, one of many
guerilla fighters who, in those days,
attempted insurrections against the
might of Rome.
Yet Barabbas would he forgotten,
but for the incident concer~ing him
recorded in the Gospel.: Even historians who hold no brief for Christi ani ty admit that this despised
faith of slaves, artisans and petty
merchants did overthrow Rome. Vestiges of Roman materialism remain,
and the second World War was essen~
tially a conflict between the old
Roman interpretation of life and the
doctrines taught and lived by the
Carpenter of Nazareth.: Ultimately.
we may be sure, the Divine Vision
will ettect its quiet triumph over
everything opposed to it,·
-9-
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A Magus, then, is one who sees
things as they are, ard his vision
has power, What God sees IS, Thus
T'he Book of Tokens

say~

t r..:ly:

•.,I

utter myself by seeing, '' and makes
this statement -in relation to .the
letter Heh and the fifteenth path.
The Magic of Light is practical
't
application
of the Science of Real~
..
i ty. - A ~lagus is no mounteba!'"!k, no
producer of illusions, no caster of
glamour.
He has mastered the
sphinxes of sensation by the invisible reins of the mind.
He has
perfected himself in the art of
occult speech~ so that he transmits,
from higher planes to lower, the
Creative Word of the ONE IDENTITY,
His thought and word embody the
truth of Reality, as opposed to the
lie of appearances.
Popular opinion conceives magic
to be a method for circumventing
law. or for going against the course of nature, The contrary is true,
Many works of magic are exceptions
-10··
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to the· law of averages which domi
nates ordinary human beings, and
rules the kingdoms of life below
man; but these worYs are exceptions
only ·in the sense that they go
beyond the usual phenomena of co.mmon experience. A Magus completes the
circle of self-expression.· He ascends ,to the position of perfect
. -:unity.--with the One Reality.· His
w~rks of power never contradict the
law, nor do they destroy it. They
are always the law's fulfilments.
The Magi~ of Light correctly estimates the place of human personality in the cosmic order. Thus it
reverses· the opinions of the mass of
humanity. A Magus·is not driven by
the false. will-to-power which is
really a feeling of lack of power.
He is animated by the will-to-serve,
based on hls immediate perception of
the real presence of the Source of
all power at the center of his being •. Bis one concern is the wise
· distribution of the limitless riches
0

~
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at his qJsposal. To the world of
ignorant' men, h~ seems to sacrifice
himself, for he strives for none of
the baubles they hold dear.
To
himself, nothing he does wears the
aspect o~sacrif1ce, All his acts
··~
are works'"'of putest joy,
A ~~gus sees eye to eye with the
Ancient of the Ancie.nt Ones, He has
•a restored the Creator
to His
9
Throneu · ' The r,1agic of Light is the
exercise Of the ·Constituting Intelm
ligence which frames the universe_
The Throne of the Creator is at the
heart of human personality, not
where error puts it, in some inac~
cessible remoteness of the skies.
He who is a transparent vehicle for
the ttansmission of the Constituting
Intelligence, through thought and
word 9., into the world of action, is a
true 'Magus"•
the consciousness of a Magus,
free from the influence of the pairs.
of opposites, there is perfect bal~·
ance between self =consciousness and
=12=
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subconsciousness; and these two as~
pects of human p&rsonality stand in
harmonious relation to the superconsciousness above them. A Magus is a
man of discrimination. Though he is
free from the influence of the pairs
of opposites, his freedom is a direct consequence of his ability to
make keen distinctions between all
these positives and ,negatives. Not
by ignoring the pairs 9f opposited
are we freed from them. Liberation
is never the fruit of ignorance. On
the contrary. it is by nice differentiation between the various polarities. that a Magus is able to combine
them, neutralize th~rn, and transcend
them.
In consequence of this accurate
discrimination, which is an exercise
of mental vision, comes ability to
rneasure all expPrience correctly.
Ti-· is the Illuminating Intelligence
in Chokmah is primarily Mercurial,

or

d.iscriminative,
One must watch
before he can reason .. A Magus takes
-13~·
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correct measures, because, by watch~
ing. he has learned to sec,
His. illumination, o·f which the
Magic of light is the consequence
and expression, comes about through
subtle ·chemical and psychical transformatibns within his own organism.
It is the completion of the alchemi~
cal ope~ation represented in Tarot
by the Hermit" A Magus does nothing
of himself, He is an embodiment of
the Wiil of God .. Thus nothing can
withstand him. All the forces of
nature obey him,
In his own consciousness he is one with the
Witness of all activity. It is not
that he exerts himself, with great
effort, to produce this or that
result.
He is simply the calm,
untroubled observer of the play of
events which work together to bring
about the Jnevitable success of the
Great Work known as the Operation of
the Sun •.
Finally, there is no self-impor.,
ta:nce in a Magus.. . In the Upanishads
~14=
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he is thus described: "'A perfect
fooJ. in one place, all royal splendor in another; at times in fond
delusion, at times in entire peace
and qtiet; often in the slothful in°
difference of the boa; the suhject of
the highest encomiums in one place,
in another all contempt, in a third
entirely unknown--thus goes about
the wise knower, ever· happy in the
highest bliss.''
Of his attainment it is written:
''The knower of the SELF attains to
.
~
the Supreme; hence it is said: •The
SELF is Being, Consciousness, Limitd
lessness,' He who realizes this,
present in the intellect. as·w~ll as
in the highest.spiritual substance,
has access to the fruition of all
desire whatever, at one sweep, being
one with the al1°seeing SELF.·''
He has become the ••tittle
Child,'• Free from care, free from
the burden of false responsibilities, free from the limitations of
human conventions and opinionsp he
-15-
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extracts the nectar of wisdom from
his unbroken experience of the Gold
en Flower of the Eternal NOW •.
0
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TO the first Sephirah, ir~. KethQ
. er,. the. Crown,. is attributed the
highest grade· of the True and Invis
ible Rosicrucian Order. This grade
is named.Ipsissimus. or ''Be who. is
most himself. ' ' This corresponds. in
.meaning. to iTi'n', Yekhidah, the In°
l.
divisible.ONE. Practically equivag
lent to the Sanskrit Atma, Yekhidah
.is the cosmic SELF, the one I ·AM,
manifested throughout the universe
as the Central Source of· all life,
consciousness and energy.·
Yekhidah·is the cosmic Logos, as
the ·solar Logos. or Christos, ~s the
Logos of our ·system of worlds t re
volving· round the ·sun.: Yekhidah is
the supreme Bead of the universal
system, de~igriated by the term
0

0

0'7J7Jn

t~WN°i,

Rashith Ha Galgalim,
44
Head (or Beginning) of the Whirl
ings.''
0

0
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Yekhidah is beyond the limits=
tions of gender. These do not become manifest until Ketner has projected itself, simultaneously, into
the manifestations shown on the Tree
of Life as Chokmah, Wisdom, and
Binah, Understanding. Chokmah is
)~, Abi the Fa~her. and Binah is
NC'K, Aima? the ·Mctfter. · Thus we may
think of Kether or of Yekhidah as
being the universal F•ther~Mother. ·
The grade of Ipsissimus is that
of Head of the TTue and Invisible
Rosicrucian Order •. This Order is by
no means a·human society•. It is the
cosmic order Jesus had in mind when
he spoke of the Kingdom of God.
When one realizes thise the absurdm
ity, of claims advanced by various
persons, asserting their right to be
regarded as acHead'' of the Rosicrum
c ian Order, becomes evident. :
In saying this, we have no intenm
tion to dispute the fact that a givm
en person may be the outer Head of a
society working according to the

~
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basic Rosicrucian pattern« There
are many such organizations, Some
few, in these days, continue to use
the word ''Rosicrucian'' as part of
their official na~es, The greater
number avoid any public announcement
that they are Rosicrucians, because
this august title has been so abused
by fanatics and pretenders.
Among beings incarnate on any
planet, the post of Ipsissimus is
held by that one of the true Magi
who has attained to the most perfect
identification with the Central SELF
No man is appointed to this position, nor elected to it. His inner
attainment makes him Ipsissimus
This attainment is judged by no man,
It simply IS.
'The principle at work here is operative everywhere. In every circle
of humanity, the dominant center is
the person having the deepest self.realization, This person;s thought
dominates the minds of the rest of
his group, though.he may say and do
.3.
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very little. Watch,
see how true this is,
companies of persons
common effort. He who

and you will
even in small
engsged in a
is truly most
self-possessed·, that is,. possessed
by the SELF, rules the others. In
h.i.s thought there are a clarity and
strength which impose themselves by
induction on the minds of the other
members of the group.
Only one path on the Tree of Life
leads to the grade of Ipsissimus.
This is the path of the letter Gime 1 (.:I) which links Tiphareth to Ketber. The mode of consciousness which
is attributed to this Path of Wisdom
is the Uniting Intelligence, or the
• "T:··

Conductive Intelligence of Unity.

In Tarot it is represented by the
High Priestess,
The scroll of the High Priestess
shows how a Magus puts himself in_
touch with the grade of Ipsissimus
He has reached the grade of Magus by
a long course of training in·acts of
recollection, whereby he has been
4
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able to recover the· memory of his
former incarnations.
Of their
essence, and, if there be any reason
for reviving the knowledge, of their
details.
The path of Gimel takes
the same process of recollection one
step farther,
Do not suppose that, to become a
Magus, one has to recollect every
.little event in every previous
incarnation.
Incarnations are IL.>re
l~ke

chapters in a book than like
s8parate sentences in a chapter·
The process of occult recollection
is more like a glance at the chapter
headings of a volume than like a
careful reading of every word
~<lany of our incarnations are not
particularly significant. Dull minds
take a whole lifetime to learn a
single lesson . · Whatever is sig
nificant ll'ay be, and is, recovered
This takes the Magus to the point of
' union with the Father, the point of
i.dent ifying all h.ls personal act iv
i t.~es with the changing coll'.binations

5
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of a single power, iPn, Cha.iah, the
Life - force seated in 01.okr.'ah.
In this union, the identity of
that Life-force with the energy
whict> projects stars, ;J_a.,~ts and
0th.er heavenly hodies bto physical
manifestation is· fully realized.
The Magus knows that w~erever there
is any measure of personal activity,
anywhere jn the universe, the personality of that act.ivity is a mask,
hiding the fact ihn.t ti;e ,;;ctivi.ty
itself is part of tlie kaleidoscopic
transformations of the universal
whirling motion.
Electrons whirl in.their orbits.
Celestial bodies whirl in their
larger orbits. Whether the field of
activ~ty be large or small, the one
whirling Tiling expressed in every
action, including human actions, is
the living LIGHT proceeding from
Kether, the Crown.
All activi~y is spiritual activ- ,
ity. The Center of all spiritual
activity is the One SELF, Yekhidah.
-·6-
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The Limitless Light, condensing
itself into tl-·e ;;~,~LL PCINT, Kether,
begins the whirling motion of a
cycle of cosmic manifestation, This
SMALL POINT is· within, It is the
'""""

point of consciousness, the center
of expression, for the ONE IDENTITY.
This POINT is omnipresent. For
every human being, it is the point
of contact with Absolute First
Cause. It d~pends
nothing what-ever
It itself does not act, but
from it all action proceeds. There
is no limit to its power to initiate
new cycles of expression.
Ti~e.
space and precedent do not restrict
it : Conditions do not affect it.
Contingencies do not modify it. It
is utterly free, and it is within

on

you.

Your world, like that of every
other human being, is the projection
on the screen of time. and space of
your mental imagery. Happiness and
f reedorn are yours to the extent that
your personal world, which is the
.· 7
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pr0jectlon of you1 personal inter
pretations of experience agrees
with the reel world which expresses
the rriental

pro~ectinnof

the ONE
I
I

When the conscious and subcon
scious phases of mentality are
regenerated, or b6rn anew, a human
Leing becomes a radiant centei,

through

whic1~

the Life power mani

fests itself
Be who has attained
to the grade of Ipsissimus is one
whose personal iuterpretations of
Reality are in complete conformity
with those projections of its own
self-realization which ~ekhidah, the
One-SELF, sends forth.
An Ipsissimus has no will but to
do the Will of the One.· Consequent·
ly, whatever he wills comes to pass
ms mode of life is incomprehensible
to the greater number of his contemporaries
Not o.nly incomprehensible.
but also inexplicable
What words
can convey any idea of this state of
being?
8
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Thus 1t is that great adepts are
always feared, and often hated
Such adepts are careful, as a rule.
to conceal their ·true status from
the ignorant masses, Not to save
themselves, for ·i·hey know they can·
not be injured
Not to protect
themselves from ''low vibrations, ' '
for they are masters of all vibra
tions. They have a better rP.ason
for-living withdrawn from ~uman
society.
Just as too much light dazzles
~he eye, so does the radiance of
great adepts blind, rather than
enlighten, the ordinary human beings
with whom they make occasional con
tacts. It is for the sake of unprepared minds that they mercifully
withdraw themselves, or, if direct
contacts must be made, adopt some
'~

mask of personal shortcoming which
conceals their true greatness

They

do not so much hide t;eir light as
temper it
9
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They are by no means "'lonely
souls, •' They enjoy the intimate
companionship of their peers, By
s.ubtler means than those we employ
to communicate with one another,
they enter very definitely into the
affairs of men, In times of stress
and transition, like those through
which the world is passing now, they
take active part in human affairs,
Never are the M.asters nearer than in
times like these"
Their association with the human
race is ·inexpressibly wise, They do
not interfere~ because, in their
wisdom, they know that every single
human personality must learn·its own
lessons, There ·is no such thing as
predigested wisdom,
Their own vivid remembrance of
the·long way whereby they have come
to the .heights teaches the Great
Companions the .beaut.iful necessity
of every step and every stage of the
journey .. To minds clouded by the
illusions of time, the way ·seems
-10~
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.long.
nity,

For those who inhabit eter
' 4 long•• and sGshort'' are
0

words of little meaning.

The extraordinary works of a
Knower of· the SELF are largely ap
plications of what you have ·learned
to call the Mars force. Like. electricity, and operating according to
·similar laws. this force ·seems to be
inimical to man, because his misuse
of -it brings upon him grievously
painful consequences. Right use
breaks ·down all structures of error,
and rids the personal mind of all
delusion.
An Ipsissimus is a perfectly
poised ·human personality, He has
killed out ambition, but works as do
those who are· ambitious. He has
killed out desire of life, but respects ·life as do those who desire
iL
He has killed out desire of
comfort, but is happier than are
those who 'live for happiness, His
volition·is one with the Originating
Will of the univerS'e, and he shares
0

~,

--
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the mastery which the One Will
exerts over all things.
The Knower of SELF is the my.sti ·
cal Fool of all sacred allegories
Nothing binds him, and he is beyond
every limitation of ··this world ''
His motives and his actions are
incomprehensible to the masses of
merely ''natural·' men
Sometimes
they worship him
Always they fear
him
His instruction they may grasp,
so far as he makes it comprehensible
to the intellect, but the essence of
the ma~1 eludes them
They who have
attained to this highest grade-of
the' True and Invisible Rosicrucian
Order let their light shine in the
darkness of the • •false world, ' " but
that darkness cannot swallow it up
Give careful consideration to the
foregoing_ paragraphs.: Then you will
see how impossible it must be to
give anybody instructions in the art
of becoming an Ipsissimus,
Yet
whatever time, you devote to. making
12
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clearer your realization of this
high state will be time well spent
It was for this reason that ear
1.ier. in your studies, we gave you
two short summaries of the Western
School's doctrine. Cne is The Pat
tern on the Trestleboard
The
other is The Emerald Tablet
Each
says precisely the sa:rne thing, and
is the product of the hig~est
thought of a great adept
Each is
so short that you will be.able to
memorize the words with a minimum of
effort:-.
We advise you most strongly to
make this effort. Keep the memory
vivid by frequent repetitions, until
every statement is familiar as the
face of an old friend.
Thus will
you plant in your subconsciousness
seeds that will bear rich fruit of
understanding.
For, over and over agaip, .as you
progress in your quest for union
with the Central SELF, will you find
some phrase from The Pattern, some
-13·
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sentence from the Tablet, echoing
through your mind, as if spoken by a
great Voice_ As you hear the words,
with them will come a deeper corn-prehension of their meaning
Perhaps you expected to receive
some sort of commentary, That would
defeat the real purpose of both
these priceless statements of the
Inner Doctrine, No comment can exhaust the inner meaning of either of
these gems of Ag~less Wisdow. To
write. a commentary would be to select some particular level of
selfrealization, - at which to direct the
attempt'at explanation' This would
be to -write what would have little
or no meaning for persons who had
not reached that level_ For others
who had gone beyond it, the words
might bring confirmation of some
inner experience~ but they would
convey nothing: new
You will understand this better
if we-make a comparison. We send to
inquirers a booklet, Tlie Open Door,
14'
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outlining the work of the B.O.T.A.
The effect of that booklet on its
readers varies a great deal. Some
ca.re was taken to introduce into its
composition certain elements designed to discourage sowe readers
from associating with us. This is
not to say we think some persons
essentially better than others. lne
idea was to reduce as much as possible the inclusion of conflicting
elements in what is, after all, a
highly specialized undertaking.
Yet, even among those competent
to take up our work, there is a
~reat deal of difference in reaction
to The dpen Door. The greater number say, ''It answered all my questions.'' Every so often, however,
we find persons who have taken up the
work because something, they knew
not what, impelled them to do so,
making the comment that they got
nothing whatever from the booklet.
If this be true of a little.book
intended to set forth the origin,
--15··
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aims and methods of the B 0 T A ,
what must be the result of ~ny at
tempt to write a cormnentary on the
doctrine summarized in such miracles
of concise expression as The Pattern
on the Trest leboard or J'I;e emerald
Tablet? No, every reader 'of these
two writings must cowpose his own
commentary, and w311 do so, as he
progresses jn his quest for truth.
Our duty is to put them into your
hands, with the assurance that, if
you make them a permanent i:·.art of
your mental equipment, you wiil finc1
1n them the light and guidance need
ed for your journey along the Way of
Liberation
How long will this take? Why
ask?. You would not be reading these
words were you not well on your way
to ~he One Goal
Nothing happens by
No
word
is heard by those
chance
not ready to hear. Yes, sounds may
fall on the ear, and light- rays on
the· eye. but •-1ear ing and seeing ar'e
not mere exc~tations from without

16
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Something in us goes out f rorn the
center when we really see and hear.
That Something is beyond Time.: May
the Dweller in the Eternal make you
one who hears the Word, sees the
Goal, and follows the Way which
leads to liberation, by union with
the· SF.LF.
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We have now followed the Master
Pattern from its outward expression
in Malkuth, the sphere of physical
sensation, upward and inward to its
root in Kether. the seat of the Uni
ve rs al SELF, the Ind iv is ible ONE,
Yekhidah.
We have seen how the
parts of the constitution of man, as
classified by Qabalists, correspond
to the grades of the True and Invis
ible Rosicrucian Order
We have looked at the map. Now
we must set forth on the journey.
Here it may be well to remember the
words of a recent publication, given
by the Government to men in the air
service. Speaking of parachutes and
their use, it says
This booklet
will not jump for you
No lesson, no lecture, no teacher
can follow the Way of Liberation for
you, Nor can any lesson, lecture,
book, o~ teacher indicate precisely
·1.
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what special problems you will have
to face and solve, Principles can
be explained. The general features
the work can be outlined, Some
instruction in procedures can be
given, That is alL: Though you
follow in the steps cf the great
ones who went this way before you,
your progress along the Path will be
something nobody but you can exper i·
ence in precisely the same way.
This course is only introductory.
In our curriculum, as at present
constituted, it is followed by the
lessons on The Tree of Life, by the
course on The Thirty-two Paths of
Wisdom, by Correlation of Sound and
Color, and by the alchemical studies
in the principles and practice of
The Great Work. As soon as certain
other texts and rituals are completed, they will be the point of departure for those who desire to link
themselves more closely with our
inner work by taking the obligation
and assuming the responsibilities of
·2
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Companion Builders who are obli
gated to a reserve stricter than
that imposed by the Order on Asso
elate Builders
To some extent Companion Build
ers will be instructed in ceremonial
work similar to that given to Chap
ter Members
They will receive the
same texts of instruction which are
issued to Working Builders, When
they have completed certain prelim
inary studies, they will be eligible
for affiliation with any Chapter
working near enough to their home so
that they can attend its meetings
To receive the courses mentioned
on page 2 it is not necessary to be~
But when
come a Companion BuiJder
Associate Builders have completed
those four courses, they have finished our outer curriculum
Then, if they wish to continue
their association with us, they
should transfer to the intermediate
circle of Companion Builders
They
will then be able to profit by an
3
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association having inner values· far
greater than the benefits to be de ·
rived from the study of lessons
This has been written to give you
some idea of what lies ahead, as you
continue your aff~liation with the
Builders of the Adyturn: If you have
the glft of reading between lines,
you have gathered from your studies
up to this point that, while we are
careful to avoid making claims to
historical descent from earlier so,
cieties, we do declare our definite
knowledge that our Order is a link
in a chain of initiation which can
be traced back into a very remote
past
More than this, we know ourselves
to be working under the immediate
direction of wise and powerful human
personalities, usually referred to
by us as the Inner School. What is
given out in the texts of our cur-riculum. is,. in. large measure, what
we have received from this inner
source_

~
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Wben we call ourselves Qabalists
we mean that we have worked, and
are working, to make ourselves
receptive.
Receptive to what?
Ultimately, to guidance from the
~'

Central SELF.
But, as you have
heard before, guidance comes at
first through intermediate agencies.
It is like a broadcast from a dis
tant radio station, relayed to a
receiving set through several sta
tions which pick up and amplify the
original impulse
As your first endeavor, you who
are now studying this course should
set yourself the specific objective
of becoming more and more receptive
Set aside a period of at
least an hour, on the same evening
of each week_ Arrange your comings
and goings so you will have that
hour free.
Let your family and
friends know this to be a time when
you are to be f re~ from interruption,· Let nothing but the gravest
necessity interfere with your regu.5.
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lar observance of this hour
Some students may find it 1ncon
venient to select an evening· hour.·
They should then arrange

for a

morning or an afternoon period.
The actual time does not matter, so
long as it be the san1e time, on the
same day of every week.
A special place is also adv is·
able

If you have a small room you

can devote to this purpose. do so
Possibly your living arrangements
are such that you find this imposs ··
ible

In that case, set aside some

portion of a room to which you can
retire for your hour of communica··
tion with the Inner School
Arrange a shelf or table,
serve as an altar
pic~~r~.?f
ot~er

to

On it place a

the Christ, or of some

_per.son who stands for you as

an ideal personality.

Some of our

members use a statuette of Buddha
Others find a picture of the Virgin
acceptable.

Some have a portrait

of Emerson,

or of Walt Whitman
6·
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Othe(s choose a picture of some
impressive scene from nature, like
the ocean, 9r a great mountairi·
peak · The selection should be your
own

What is required is something

to take you out of the apparent
limitations of your environment and
your personality
Some of our Associates have
found it helpful to have a candle on either side of the pie
ture"

These are lighted during the.

hour of communication

Others find

that the use of inciense aids concentration and meditation
is no strict rule for this.

There
Tem-

peraments vary, and what helps one
sometimes only distracts another,
For some kinds of practice, you
may use to advantage a piece of
black velveteen,:

This should hang

on the wall over your altar, so
that when you sit before it, the
center of the cloth (which should
measure 15 by 24 inches) will be at
eye level as you sit

··7•c

Hang it so
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that the shorter edges are at•top
and bottom,
This black cloth is especially
useful in exercises for the visualization of forms or colors. 1t has
other uses'which we reserve for the
use of Companion Builders.
Do not use a mirror, Avoid also
any concentrated gaze at the tlame
of a candle, if you have candles on
the altar. You will find ·it.convenw
.lent to have.the black background
for the picture or statuette. If
you are using a Tarot Key or an
occult diagram as a center for concentration, the cloth will serve as
a frame, to set whatever you are
looking at away from the surround~
ing wall,·paper.

Before beginning your period of
communication, wash your hands, and
·drink a glass of water, The ·symbolism of this should be obvious,
Do not let the simplicity of this
detail lead you to ignore it. Remember, you are dealing with your
-8-
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subconsciousness. which is· alert in
its response to all truly symbolic
words o:r actions.:
Sit in a straight-backed chair.
The seat should be neither too high
nor too low. If to; high, the edge
of the seat will press against your
legs and impede circulation. :Jf
too low, your posture w.Ul be poor.
Sit erect, with head, neck and
spine in a straight line. Do not
lean against the back of the chair~
Keep both feet on the floor. Cross"
ing your legs will interfere with
the circulation. Let your hands
rest lightly in your lap, or palms
downward on your thighs.
Before beginning, have at hand
whatever you intend to study, to~
gether with your notebook, and at
least two sharp pencils, so that if
you break one pencil-point you will
not have to hunt for another,
Begin by standing erect, facing
the al tar.· Then say the words of
adoration given below. They have
-9-
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come down to us, without essential
alteration, from a period long be
fore the beginning of the Christian
Lra
Holy art Thou, Lord of the
Universe!
Holy art Thou, Whom Nature
hath not formed!
Holy art Thou, the Vast and
the Mighty One!
Lord of the Light, and of the
Darkness!
Thousands of occultists, all ov·
er this globe, use this adoration.
It is uttered in hundreds of
tongues, ever~ day of the year
For, thousands of years, it has been
used my members of the Inner
School, and by their accepted pupils in the Outer. It will prepare
you to establish greater receptiv··
ity to commuriication from your
Inner Teacher_
Do not confuse receptivity with
passivity. You are not subjecting
yourself to uncritical acceptance
-10
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of communication and direction
However striking and impressive may
be some of the communications thus
received, they are to be subjected
to careful scrutinyo
As an aid to establishing true
communication, be seated, and
recite The Pattern on the TrestleDefinitely intend that you
board
are to be a cehter of expression
for nothing other than- the Primal
Will to Good,: As you go through
the recitation, pause before each
sentence, to remind yourself of the
. field in the Master Pattern to which
The sentence numbered 0
it refers
r.efers to the Limitless Light
That numbered 1 is related to the
concentrated, whirling energy of
the first Sephirah, and to Yekhidah,
the cosmic SELF · The statement
numb~red 2 corresponds to the uni
versal forces specialized in our
solar system, and focussed in your
personality as its l'ife force.· And
so on, through the whole series
-11,
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When you have completed the
recitation of The Pattern, close
your eyes, and use your imagination
to help you realize that hundreds
of other persons are keeping this
same quiet hour with you

They

seem to be absent, but in truth
they are with you, and you with
them,· Perhaps only a few are known
to you.

Yet, all over the world,

men and women whose aims are essen
_tially the same as yours are doing
just what you are
All over the world,

they are

entering into the inward life which
transcends the limits of physical
time and space

Many have no

official connection with the Build
ers of the Adytum.

Yet they are

engaged in the same work, are in
touch with the same sources of en·
lightenment and power, are dedicat
ed to the same great objectives,
are inspired by the same ideals
Before long,

your practice

should make you aware of your inner

12-
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contact with this wide-flung company
If you have few personal
friends with whom to share your oc,
cult interests, your practice will
convince you that you are never
really alone.
Possibly you are already aware
that some particular person is
helping you.
Some know their
''guardian angels,'' Others do
not. Yet there is not one of us
who is not under the loving super.,
vision of somebody wiser than we.
On this account, after devoting a
little iime to intensifying your
awareness of the Great Companion
ship, turn your thought toward your
special director-·
Whether or not you know the per
son does not matter, Nor is it
advisable to indulge curiosity . , Do
not speculate on your director's
personal identity. The main point
to keep in mind is that·you really
do have such a guide. who is not a
discarnate personality, not a beiQg
··13-
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dwelling in the vague remoteness of
the astral plane
By the very nature of your human
existence, you are receptive to
direction from stronger, wiser
better minds than your own.

Wise

men and women never coerce, never
interfere

By the very nature of

man, those persons who have a more
vivid and definite awareness of the
ONE EGO do, by this realization,
become broadcasters of power and
wisdom to others not so far advanced.
Some of us establish a strong
personal contact with our direc··
tors

This seems to be the excep-

t ion, rather than the rule.

Such

intense personal relations should
never be sought.

They may even

become obstacles to balanced,
harmonious development.

Remember,

they whose insight, and consequent
greater power, bring them into

re-

l at ion with us

are

as

guides,

really only transmitting power

14
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from the one Central Source, It is
contact with the latter which is
basically valuable
On the other hand, only very
advanced persons establish direct
contact with th~ EGO of all human
ity, the Christ. This EGO is truly
the One Mediator between humanity
and the .cosmic SELF,. the Father of
all.
It is the spiritual sun of
our lives; but the radiance of that
sun is too bright for the average
mind, darkened by ignorance, prejudice and superstition · Nor may any
of us lay clai.~ to being wholly
free from this darkness. So it remains true for us all that, whether
we recognize it or not, our awakening, and our progress along the
Path,-are in large measure due to
some actual person whose superior
attainment includes his power to
aid and guide us.
Thus, when you have finished your
endeavor to realize that you are
part of the Great Companionship,
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LESSON ElEVEN
stir up your sense of gratitude and
love for the unselfish, persevex·ing·
work your own · 'Euard1en andel ·
has done
·;:·urn to him, aided by
his Tarot symbols, Keys 5 and 14.
In due course, a Voice clearly
distinguishable from your own inward speaking will begin to communicate with yotL Then you will know
you have the wise counsel of a
mind akin to yours, who ''speaks
your language'' because it has been
through like experiences.
Devote the time remaining to ac·
tual study of lesson material, and
to recording impressions received.
Close your quiet hour by reflecting
on the fact that you also, stand
in relation to some other person,
or perhaps to a number of others,
just as does your guide to you
Send them a thought of help and en·
couragement
Then close your study
period, standing; with the adora
tion to the Lord of the Universe
I

i:j'"
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AS A p-reparatian fo-r this lesson·,
read very carefully The Emerald Tablet of He-rmes.
Elsewhere we have
told you that its first paragraph is
devoted t-0 the alchemical theory of
the One Ppwer which is the basis of
Gosmic maniiestatien.
This power is
also the -for-ce; present. in us ail.
which is used ii{ the. Magic of L.,.V~X.
Five sentences serve to declare
the theory. For your purpose, the
two most valuable statements in this
section are the fo•rth and fifth.
The fourth identifi~s the power with
the Life- force,_ Chai ah, .se-ated in
Chokma.h, thesecond Sephirah. The
clue is th-e .word • _.Fe.the-r,' •.the
special Qahalistic designation for
Ch.okmah.
The fifth sentence indicates what
you must always remember in your
occult pract·ice. Though; as a sentence in the second paragraph inti1r1ates, you will,. in ye>ur analysis,
rise from earth. to heaven,. from
outer appearances to inner re.alit i~s. you do this for just one
purpose--to make conscious _conta-ct
with the power w,ithin. Yet co-ntact
is .not enough. All nature· teaches
the lessa.n that this is a bui.lding
power, integrating itself into the
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tangible forms of the physical
plane. Thus you must. leiJfn ·to turn,
or direct, it into earth, into physical manifestation •.
They· err' wh~ s·~~ilose pra~tical oc ...
cultism
to ~ake us ~ut o~ the
..
. seeks
worl4, or away from it. (They .are
mistaken who would be contented .with
the .biis~ of ~ontact with the ·Inner·
Power. No true occuh.ist ~eek.• ·'to
escape from anything but -bondage to·
igno~~nce.) You are not se~ki~g
thrills--not· even the thrill of
Di vine Bliss-- just for your own enjo·yment.
Do not misintcrrpre.t:,what you have
just read. There is ""biiss--the incist
"intense bliss possible for human beings--in makin~ conscious con~act
•i~h the White Brilliance at the
innerino'st Center.
Yet the experience of t·his is not the goal, not
the real objecti.ve. (Your Joy cannot
~rul y be full unless. you go with the
One Pow:er ~s it • • des-C.ends ~gain to
earth.

''J :· ·

.

The Di vine Wi 11 sea·ted in .Ke th er
is defined in Thi Pattern as a Willto-iood, and ~he ·~l~6e of huma~
personalit~ in ~he· cosmic order is·
to express this Will. You are one
of it~· instrumel)-ts, created to int'egrate the strong force of all forces
int~ phrsical forms of use and

-2-
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Thus· y.ou

~annet

be 11ttconc"r1HHI'

with the wonderful results·oJ physicd science and i.nvention. You may
not yourself be one of.the grand
host of resea~chers ~nd inventor&
..JVho .·are renewing the physical world.
/..Yet yo,u will .mis.a· your vocation as a
Builder. if you ·permit yourself to
~elieve that the wonders of applied
uhemistry ~nd physics, the marvels
of elect,ical invention. the innumerable devices ofour.technological
~ivilization, are to be scorned as
being .. imerely material.' 'J

The Life-power works through t'he
personality of • great chemist,
through the mind of a great mathe•
m-atician, .through. the genius of a
·great invento.r, just as truly as it
does through the. life o.f a religious
devotee. The Will of ~od, the Di·
vine· Intention which Jesus called
''the will of my Father,'' drives
toward the pel'fection of an external
~rder on the physic~! plane, ~hich
·will .be ul t.imat.el y ·in exact corre•
spondence with the aheady existing
perfection of the i•ner, spiritual
world.
·
The Emerald Tablet ass.u-res .you

that you already posses& the inward
po.wer and glory. ·•''So thou h8'st the
glory of the whole wo·rld.' ~ See
wh•t follows in •he ~ext phra~e%
'1. The re fore let al 1 obscurity .flee
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before thee.•• ·Obscurity, darkness,
Yagueness of outline·, rudimenta'·ry
development of .. form--all. thes.e are
before you, spread out.within the
range of-your physidal;~~nses, i~
the· field of external ·.inarii festaticni.
Your part is to clear up the· obscurity, to banish the· darkness by turning on the ligh~-. •to Jnak:e clear and
definite what now is va~ue·and
blurred, to bring to perfection what
is n'Ot ;yet finished.
·
o~· the other.hand, all marvels of
technological skill and all wonders
·invention are of sm.all ·t'alue,.
u..n:les-s they be means whereby en··
lighta?..tied· men and wo_meb bring heaven
ta: -earth• .Separated from spiritual
grasp of -spiritual meanings, techno:logical skill makes war.evermore
and more horrible. Without illumin•.
ated understandi~·gof the basic
worth of every single human persop•
ali ty, scientific • • progres~ • • dqes.
but shackle millions of groaning
s~laves to the chariots of despot.ism
and special privil~ge.
We. see the tragic cons"~quenc.ea of
spiritual darkness and blindness
wherever we look. Yet the remedy is
not, as many seem to think, to run
away from ·th-e -world- - to hide ourselves in ,fores.t .retreats, in moun-·
tain caves, or in monastic cells;,• •Going back tp nature'' is going

of
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back to de;feat• ··For, as the old
occult- :maxim pu,t.s it, ~·Nature, on.aided, 11lways fails.''
0

lrthus tht/re is a tremendous field
~ the activities of those among us
wiio h~ve special talent for the de-

Y~·fopme_nt of a more 'per.feet human
pers,onality;;/f Of all machines,. the
body of man is the most wonderful;
It' is, indeed., th:e prototype of a-11
man's tools. ·From tile simple lever
~na wheel and axe, td the most intricate of modern machines, all are
patt·erned on, and are· extensions o-i,
the ~owers of man•s own phy~ical
body. What is mo·re, electrical· mach~nes lik~ telegraph, telep:hone 1
radio, or televisicm, fall short of
what man may· accomplish by adequate
deyelopment of .organs in the~r own
bodies, corresponding to these in'Ventions.
Characteristic <>f them all is that
t·hey:
their y~ers · virtu:1{l onini ..
presence, and, so far as ~arth is
concerned, virtual omniscience. We
sena our words instantly to the
an-tipodes. We can.s:ee ~-man· who is
mil~s away-, and hear his words even
· hef0 .re they· are 'audibl1! ,;o ·persons
in ·-th·e l'ear. 0 f the croom· where he
speaks. (Soon it will c-om& to pass
tha·t. waves e>f. physic-al power will
pass -tltroagh. s_pac.e, to he p;icked up
by receiver's fa-r from the source. ·::> ') ., , }

give

can
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All this is wonderful.

More-

won-

derful is the fa•t ·that man ~ay
accomplish, with no instrument other
than his own body, precisely the
same kind of marvels.. He may see
what is occurring at a djstance. He
may hear the ton.es of .a voice emanating from a body which is thousands
of miles away.. lie may send a ·flash
of power, ~o heal the ills of a per:
s<>n living on the other side of the
globe. Members of the Inner School
exe~cise such p~wers continually~
By them they establish contact with
W~ are destined to make similar
b~nefi~en~ use of the strong force of
all for·oes.
Even if we _are among those called
to. the .wonderful wo.rks- of research
and invention we h{lve · been considering, we have also a vocation to the
task of perfecting our own minds and
bodies. Those of us who are not

us..

C~eflliStS or physicists Or ~Ventors

must heed the same call. J1o fulfil
our destiny, we must address ourselves to what these lessons call
the 11 Buflding of the Adytum~ '::I
Thus it is important to remember,
that, at present, our principal field
of action in practical occultism
is concerned wicth bringing about the
balanced, harmonious activity of the
personal powers represented on t.he
Tree of Life by. Netzach, Hod, Yesod
and Malkuth.
_6 _

Even before conscious union with
the EGO in Tiphareth is achieved, so
that we know ours~lves to be,
through the Christ S.pir:l t~ in touch
with all higher cosmic powers, we
must bend all our efforts to the halaneed expression of the. forces which
are r~presented by the ~quilateral
triangle at the bottom o:f· the Tree
o:f Life, with Yesod at its center. See
fjhese are the constituent parts of
our personal instrument, and to perfect their operation is our primary
task::J
.
Here the counsel of the second
paragraph of The Enetald. Tablet must
be our guide.
Every day of our
lives we have innumeta-hle opportunities to ''separate the subtl~ from
the gross.'' To do so,, w~ must live
watchful, alert, concentrated lives.
It must be our daily endeavor to
abide here al).d, now.
Even when we are engaged in meditation, even when wl are working on
oar plans and mental pictures, this
rule holds good. For unless we see
these mental pictures as being present t,ea lit ies
though present. as
preliminary structu;res only. fo_rmed
in mental substance, we shall have
little success with oceul t works of
power.
I

Whenever we are_ no;¢- do-ing this
kind of mental work; w:~ s~~uld take
-7-
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pains to m~ke su~e that we are keenly and clearly aware of what goes on
in our immediate circle of environment. /]iussell Conwell used to say
that within three feet of any man.
if he could but see it, there. is
something he might use to assure his
financial securitr;} This is reducing
truth to its lowe~t terllls, but it is
a profound truth, even at that. level. The s·ame idea is behind a say..,
ing of Paracelsu~, that many a
rustic thoughtlessly kicks aside
stone· which would serve a sage as
means for performing miracles.
So, do not limit your o~cult practice to set periods. :Over and over
again, every day of your life, pause
to consider that this body of yours
and its field of physical sensation
a-re relati.ed- to what Qabalists call
the KINGDOM. Here and now, you are
invested with royal powers of dominion. . Read the eighth Psalm, and you
will share a great poet's insight
concerning pow~rs which are yours,
here and now.
You must empl-oy _them here and now.
You do employ them., every moment of
your life.. You are the ruler of
your destiny, the maker. of your fu-_
ture. Remind yourself of this just
before beginning each phase of new
ac~ivity.
No matter what yq.u dot
pause long enough to remind yourself
-8-
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that :what you are at>out· t~ do is
part of your own weaving. of. you!' own
:fu.J;ure.
Nor does this contradict our oft-

repea ted decia~ation that Ito m.an
does anything of, o·r· by, himself.
For when you really take our counsel
to. heart, and put it· into practice,
y~ur daily experiences w~ll show you
plainly that all persenal action is
cosmic -action also. ·You can't miss
p.erce:iving this, if you train -y-0urself to be really alert. J.'eaily ·concentrated, really wa'tchful. . It is
t.ruth in plain sight, for all who

a

look~

2.

The second''step in· daily pra·ctice
is to remind yourself
the everpres.ent Vital Soul.. As a rule, you
dq .not sense its activities direct1 y. Remember, ttevertheless, _ that it
really is the basis of all physical
phe_nomena.
What·ever your senses
report is but the outer operation of
this Vital Soul.

of

The whole world lives. Nothing 1s
dead. Nothing is truly u:nconsc-ious,
though mineral and vege~abje vitality are in what· seeJ11 to us to be
state.s of deep sleeo.p and dream.
This V.i tal Sou) is wha,t, throughout
tltese lessons; we have called suh.eonsciousness.
F.vecJl.in SEVEN STEPS y.Qu were
·taught that suggoe$tion is not merely

.9-
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or

set forms
words, o~ set rites~
performedocca&ionally to inftuence
subconscieusness. Forms and rites
are neces~a-ry, but they are no more
than-patterns of what -should ~nter
i:nto every part of our day's work
and play.
When their meaning is understood.
it becomes evident that ceremonies,
si!llple or ela-borate, have relation
to the truth that man's whole life_
is an u_nbroken series of sugge.$tions
to_ subeonscious-ness. Thus- formal
word - patterns and rites are like a

musician's scales and finger-exercises. He does not play them in
public, yet he can never play well
if_ he neglects practicing them in
private.
Our daily life is the c4ncert! ·
Its events are the music.
If we
play badly, w~ make discords. If we
ha;ye-developed privately the needful
-skill, our public p~rformanc~ will

be harmonious.
The changing circumstances arranged by the Divine Composer
provide the score we must read and
play. Always there is, when we read
it aright, and interpret truly, a
noble melody and harmony. Even the
passing dissonances have their use
and value. And because subconsciousness is the habit mind, th~

-10-

more we recognize., a11d live up to,
the need for regular practice o--f our
~cult .scales and. fing.e.r·e~er.cis.es.
the hetter will we play our part!J in
each nay•s r.endition of th.e Cosmic
SympJiony.
.-...
,.-..

Yet mere skill is not enough.
Sliccess_ful interpretat~on of a piece
of music has its. intellectual side •
Great interpreters must know theoJ:"y.
They must be able to recog-nize the
pa.ttern of the piece. They must
anticipate the end from the-beginning, and must keep that end steadily in mind, throughoµ.t the whole
performance. Not othe~wise may balance· an.d right emphasi• be assured.
This is true for all al;"tistic ex.. pression, and truest for the highest
of all Zne arts, the art of 1i ving~
.·Not one of u.s plays his part well
he ha.s planned it we 11. They
who see clearly,. as present. realities, the ends to ·he served by
th~ir own daily life-experience, are
always better able to selec~ from
e.ach day's events• and from the various possibilities presented moment
by moment, t.hose which a-re truly. in
harmony wit:h the end they seek..·
t,tnl~s

Long ago you selected a purpose,
when you studied SBVEN STEPS. You
may have modified your pattern since
then, for your occult progress ha•
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given you bet\er knowled-ge of yourself; an-0 of what you w·ant to do.
But make sure you do h~~e ~ome
clear-cut image of what you are expecting to be and do; and take care
to remind yourself of this image,
o•er and over again.
·

For one thing, this will. save you
mu.ch waste of time and eneJ'gy in . doing useless things.' It will prevent
you hom dissipating your forces in
foolish escapisms. It will enable
you to save money--not for a r,ai~y
day, but for a day of opportunity.
Try,·· and you· will soon find out that
we have been understating the positive valtie of a definite plan.
Behind_ the .Plan must )Je- a motive.
This cor~~sponds to the desire nature seated in Netzach. Your basic
desires shape your true pl!lilosophy
of life. Some people have what ·they
~all a 1 'philosophy,'' which they
parade for public inspection. They
even. maliage to fool themselves with
it. ·Your real philosophy, however,
is foun.ded on what you truly desire.
Look at the diagram of the Tree of
Life, and you will see that descending from Netzach are two paths: .One
is the "path of Tzacidi, corresponding
to the fu~ctio~ of meditation, and
through t,his char'lnel, represented- in
Tarot by Key 17, the emotional force
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of the desire nature cescends into
Yesod, ihe field of ~he automatic
consciousness.;What we really want is what we
meditate upon, and our mediiation
goes on just below the surface of
consciousness, all day long, and
through the »ight. Thus subconsciousness is continually influenced
by our desires, and unless the
desires, be in harmony with our consciously formulated purposes, the
latter will never come to· fruition.
Again, the channel of the letter
Co~poreal Intelligence
rep resented .by Ke_y .18, shows that
our desires tend always to modify
our physical bod~es. Desire is the
pattern of embodiment, and desire
force is what determines structure.
Se~, in this connection, the two
lessons on Key 18, in TAROT FUNDAMENTALS •
.(What all this means is that one of
our most important. iasks is to make
sure that our inner desires do truly
cQrrespond to our public.professions
of aim and purpose. ·Conflict _between
hidden aims and conscioua. purp9se is
a prime cause of failure, because
ou~ hidden aims inevitably shape
structure, and also <letermine function, in our physical bodies.:J

Qoph, the
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In this lesson little is given in
the way of set exercises, because
what you need is grasp of the principles involved. Study the lessons
of this series which deal with the
seventh, eighth, ninth and ten~h
Sephiroth. This will aid you in
gaining right unders·tanding of th~
nature of the work before you. Then
use your own ingenuity to appl~
these principles to your daily practice.
The main thing is to make your
practice part of your whQle waking
activity. Do this, and THE MA$TER
PATTERN will enable you to shape
your 1 ife closer to ybur innermost
heart's desire, and in more accurate
conformity to the purpos~ of your
central Will-to-good.

~

c.: \

,

A

-l.~-

· Th~ Tree of ·Life is n.ot the only

manner· of· repre~enti·ng the Ten

~

Sephirot.h. Another dhgram, showing
them as concentric circles. is given
in many of ~he ·older Qabalistic
writings •. The - diagram. accompanying
this le~son is an.adaptation pf ~his
ar~ang:e-ment of conee.ntl'ic circle&.
So_far as we knQw, it has neve.r been
puhlis~ed before-,, though it has been
use.d. for- a long time in ce rt.ai,n eso.teric- schools~
The central cirCle is Kether, ·and
then the· sµccessive concentric- cir ..
ch-s· a·re att·rihuted to- the remaining
Sephirot-h. This is .made clear by
the text in the. upper part of each
·of -the ten circles. ·
The circle corresponding to Mal.
kuthis divided into •four parts, and
these bear the names of the four
elements, and also· ~he names of the
kingdoms of nature corresponding to·

those elements.
To man is attributed the element
of fire,· because man is the only being who can utilize this element,.
dreaded by all other creatu-res on
this planet, exeept a few types of
domesticated animals, wh:C:> have lost
their fear of fire through association with man, without. gaining~
thr~ugh that.association, ant of
man's power over this element.
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- The element of water_ -is - as·signed
.to_ the a:ni~al kingd<tm, becau$-e this
element is. the l!lain conati ~uen·t of
animal bodies._ Furthermor-e, all
a~imals can swim 1 and thus have natural mastery qf water.

Our modern method of extracting
nitrogen from the atmospher~. ·a·nd
using it for fertilizer, shows how
dependent the vegetable kingdom is
upon the element of air.
Plan-t.s
breathe. too, though their breathin'S
i,s_, the r-everse o-f: .the_ animal process, in that they subsi,s.t Oil Carbon
o_iod~ part of the time.
'.The r~H>.ts
of plants are, to be sure, .in the
earih, and they need water also-. bttt
their main source of life-supply is
the . air
-- - . •
-The mineral kingdom is -th!lt of .the
element of earth.
This need.s no
demon--$tration, _ for it is a matter Qf
common_observa~ion.

The inaili purpose of this diagram,
however, is to indicate the principles of the -human constituti.en io a
manner less confus.ing than th.e_Tree
of Life -dia,gram rnalces p~ssible.- ;J~
shows. plainly that- Yekbidah in Keth•.
er is the central,. inn~rmost principle of man. From the center pf this
Ke~her circ-le. runs a radi~s of the
whole system of cj.rcles, corresponding to the tbread-soul of human
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personl\lity. ·On it are,strung the
small circles whose Hebrew names and
English ,text should s.how clearly.
what they· represent •.

The center of the' personal system
t'he EGO in Tiphareth. Thus: the
constitution o·f p.erso·n.ality is repre~~nted by the cohcentric dott~d
circles surrounding the small circle
representing the· Egoic· Body.· 'Note·
that there are 'ni> cire-les' ·repfe.;.
sen ting bodies or v·ehiclea'· in ·the
latger circl~?°s· ·of ·Chesed···and Gebu.r..,..
ab,· corresponding to ~e~~rY and
volition. ·These ·are cosUlie· powers
which -are not-embodied.
·The re are the.re for~ severi vehicles
indicated by this diagram: 1. n:e
Causal Body, corre.sponding to Chai·
ah; the Life.force; 2. ·The Buddhic
Body, vehicle of the Divine Soul;
3. The Egoic Body, vehicle of Ruach;
4. The Desire Body; 5. The Mental
Body; 6. The Astral Body; 7. The
i$·.

Ph.ysical Body.
Some occult systems speak also ·of
an ethe'ric body, but the Qabalistic
s·~hooh hold that this is narmally
O"Jie of the subtler aspects of the
physic~l body. and do not count it
as a separa·te vehicle.
·
This diagram shows clearly how the

one Cosmic SELF, Yekhidah, is the
s1ngle SELF of all personalities.
-17-
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In this scheme, the personality system is repre,_sented by small circles,
strung along a :cadiua of th"t' great
system of circles, No matter h,ow
many such radii there ~ay be. and an
infinite number is possible, every
one of them begins at the center of
Kether. Thus Yekhidah, though it is
one and indivisible, may be, and is,
the Cosmic SELF oI every personality
system, how~ver many there may be.
We have purposely confined our remarks on this diagram to just enough
to mak• it intelligible. Taken in
coajunction with the lessons of this
cou·rse, it should·repay careful cons ideratiQn wi~h ~ great deal of
light:on the con•titutfon of man. An
elaborate explanation would rob you
of the benefits to be derived from
making a deep s~udy of this figure.
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